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Summary of Activities 
Targels lor research activities, publications, dissemination, multipJicalion systems, and 
capaeity building were sel by all member countries al Ihe beginning 01 the year, based 
on Ihe site workplans. Achievemenls against sel targets have been presented in this 
reporto The achievemenls have been salislactory, and in many cases exeeeded Ihe 
targets. Number 01 artieles published were slightly lower Ihan expected due lo slaff 
coordinators' and facilitators' eonstrainls in Indonesia and Thailand, The same 
eonslrainls also resulted in fewer participatory diagnosis exercises, bul overall, the 
numbers 01 new larmers planting improved lorages were higher than expeeted this year. 
Inveslmenls in capacily building in previous years have conlribuled to this posilive resull. 
More than 2000 farmers and 120 technicians were trained this year. These numbers 
include participants who atlended more Ihan one eourse, therelore the numbers are not 
absolute. There was a higher produelion than expected in terms 01 both seed and 
vegelative planling materials by farmers. There have been inereases in nelworking al 
lield level in various activities including training. 
Impact sludies were eonducled in Vietnam and Ihe Philippines. Resulls show 
substanlial linancial benefils lor larm households Ihal have cultivated and used 
improved lorages lor 2-3 years. The best way to altribule these benelils lo forages was 
to express them in terms 01 labour income per day worked in the livestock systems. The 
income per day worked almost tripled. Time efficiency 01 the new lorage systems has 
improved remarkably. Saved time benelited women and children more than men in 
Vietnam. The introduction 01 new lorages had a gender elfeet in the Philippines: the 
involvement 01 women and children in tasks like herding and culting diminished, and 
men were responsible lor more livesloek tasks. A large increase in the number 01 
animals owned by early adopters resulled in the need lor greater labour input This 
crealed labour in rural areas and reduced labour migralion by young people. The 
introduclion 01 eutting and carrying reduced the destruetion 01 crops by grazing animals 
and affeeted social life in villages where herding was previously conducled on communal 
rangelands. Several recommendations are made on the basis 01 this study, in terms 01 
Iraining on feeding practices, reduction 01 mortality 01 goal kids, the implications of 
Iraditional systems fivestock in trust, and improved marketing systems 01 fivestock. 
New extension booklets were published and dislribuled lo lield workers in six counlries. 
Dne publication was made available in English, Chinese, Thai, Lao, Vietnamese and 
Indonesian. Dne paper was presented allhe 'Cordillera Highland Agricultural Resource 
Managemenl' (CHARM) end of projecl workshop lo assess ways 01 continuing impacts 
of CHARM through other institulions and projecls. Visits by CIAT stafl were made to all 
member counlries al leas! once. Training workshops were held in Indonesia and in 
China on partieipatory moniloring and evaluation, lor researchers, lield workers and key 
farmers. Workplans were developed and monitoring exercises have started in the field. 
Philippines and Vietnam are in a more advanced slage in terms 01 monitoring and 
evalualion, providing in depth inlormation on the impacts 01 lorages. A study tour was 
held in Mindanao with two CIAT scientists lrom Colombia and Uganda. Results are 
being written up. An orientation visi! was conducted in Cambodia, to beller understand 
the implementation methods 01 the new RETA 'Livelihoods and Livestock Systems 
Project'. The proposa! 01 this project has been developed and approved by ADB. 
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1. Project background. 
The project "RETA 5866: Fourth Agriculture and Natural Resources Research al CGAIR 
Centers: Developing Sustainable Forage Technologies lar Resource - Poor Upland 
Farmers in Asia", in short called the "Forages for Smallholders Project" (FSP), started in 
January 2000. It is funded by the Asian Development Bank for a perlod of three years. 
The goal 01 the projecl is: "to improve Ihe livelihood 01 upland larmers by enhancing 
avaílable leed sources lo increase livestock production and slrategic use 01 grasses and 
legumes lo conserve soil and to enhance nutrien! management (ADS', 1999). Tha 
participating countries are China, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Philippines, Thailand and 
Vietnam. 
Objectives and outputs 
The objectives 01 the project are to: 
• Develop sustainable forage technologies lar resource-poor fanmers in upland farming 
systems in Asia. 
• Strengthen Ihe capacity 01 National Agricultural Research Systems in the Bank's 
Developing Member Counlries to develop and deliver these technologies lo tarmers. 
The project has live outputs: 
1. Productive and sustainable torage technologies for upland farming systems 
developed and tesled by farmers. 
2. Forage technologies extended to other fanmers using participatory approaches for 
scaling-up from farm level to the community and provinciallevels. 
3. Effective local seed and planting material multiplication systems established and 
operational. 
4. Capability in DMCs lor developing and disseminating !orage technologies using 
larmer participatory approaches (FPA) strengthened. 
5. Network lor sharing inlormation among NARSs and in the region continued based 
on the Southeast Asia Feed Resources Research and Development (SEAFRAD) 
and electronic communications. 
, Asian Develapment Bank 1999. Propased Technical Assistance tor the Fourth Agricultura and 
Natural ResQurceS Research at CGIAR Centres. Manila, Philippines. 
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The FSP is co-ordinated by the Centro International de Agricultura Tropical (CIAT). 
which is part 01 the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR). 
The implementing agencies in the participating countries are: 
China 
Indonesia 
Lao POR 
Phílippines 
Thailand 
Vietnam 
Tropical Pasture Research Centre (CATAS). Hainan 
Dinas Peternakan, Samarinda and Oirectorate General 01 Lívestock 
Services (DGLS), Jakarta 
National Agriculture and Forestry Research Institute. NAFRI, Vientiane 
Philippine Council for Agriculture, Forestry and Natural Resources 
Research and Oevelopment (PCARRD), Los Baños, Visayas State 
College 01 Agriculture (ViSCA) and Oepartment 01 Agriculture. Region 10 
Department 01 Lívestock Oevelopment. Ministry 01 Agriculture and 
Cooperatives, Bangkok 
Nationallnstitute 01 Animal Husbandry (NIAH). Ministry 01 Agriculture 
and Rural Development{MARD), Hanoi 
The project operates in 12 focus sites (table 1), which had been originally developed in 
an earlier project funded by AusAID. 
Table 1. Focus sites in the FSP and dominan! farming systems 
Coun!ry Province Feou. dis!rictl municipality Dominan! farming system 
Indonesia Eas! Kaliman!an Makroman, Samarinda Rain red lowland, intensiva sedentary 
upland. 
Sepeku 11, Pesir Extensive sedentary upland, grasslands. 
Lao POR Luang Phabang Xieng Ngeun Extensive sedentary upland, short 
rotation slash and bum, 
Xieng Khouang Pek Short rotalion slash and bum, intensive 
sedenlary upland (rice), grasslands 
Savannakhet Savannakhet Grasslands 
Philippines Misamis Oriental Cagayan de Oro Extensiva sedentary upland 
Bukidnon Malitbog Extensive sedentary upland. 
Cebu and leyte Cabu City, Tabango Intensive and extensive sedenlary upland 
Vietnam Daklak M'Drak Extensive sedentary upland, grasslands. 
Tuyen Quang Tu Quan, Phu Lam, Due Ninh Intensive sedentary upland. 
Thaíland Nakornratchasima Sung Nosn Extensive sedentary upland, 
Chi".8 Hainan Baísha, Danzhou and Ledong Extensiva sedenta~ ueland . 
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2. Achievements against targets in 2002 
At the beginning 01 the year, every national FSP tea m set quantiliable targets lor 
experimentation, dissemination, planting materials, and training activities. In most 
countries, national targets were subdivided lor provinces or districts, and achievements 
were reported on those levels (Table 2). For the purpose 01 clarity, data are combined 
and presented by country in this reporto 
Table 2. Levels lor reporting within countries. 
Country 
Provinces or 
Districts 
China 
Hainan 
Indonesia 
Pasir 
Balikpapan 
East Kutai 
Central Kutai 
Bulungan 
Samarinda 
Berau 
Philippines 
Cagayan de Oro 
Malitbog 
Impasugong 
Manolo Fortich 
Cebu 
Leyte 
Thailand 
Pakchong 
Sungnuen 
Sikhew 
Dankhuntod 
Vietnam 
Tuyen Quang 
Daklak 
The achievements 01 the project in 2002 have been satislactory, and in many cases 
exceeded the targets (Tables 3 - 6). The total number 01 experiments that were planned 
lor 2002 according to various site workplans were 146; most 01 these were carried out 
(Table 3). In addition to the experiments listed here, there are many inlormal larmer 
initiated and larmer led experiments. It is difficult to monitor all spontaneous research 
activities, but experiences are recorded during lield visits. Experiments often lead to 
short publication in the SEAFRAD newslet!er. There was a slight underachievement in 
terms 01 articles produced. Indonesia didn't produce any. It has been a busy year lor 
the national coordinator in Indonesia since he was promoled lO a new post at a new 
district in East Kalimantan Province. Unlortunately, other staff in East Kalimantan are 
not able to wrile in English. 
Table 4 presents the targets and achievements in dissemination activities lor 2002. 
Some achievements were higher and others were lower than the targets. In Thailand 
and Indonesia lewer participatory diagnosis exercises were conducted than planned. 
This in turn affected the number 01 new larmer groups lormed. In Indonesia the lower 
activity was probably due to the transler 61 the national coordinator and the resulting 
reduclion ollacilitation in these activities. In Thailand, both implementing partners have 
started a PhD study and have spent much time in Japan lor this purpose. II is 
remarkable though that the number 01 cross visits organised in Indonesia were aboye 
expectations. One can conclude that the organisation 01 cross visits in E. Kalimantan 
has been decentralised and can continue in the absence 01 the national coordinator. 
The total number 01 new larmers planting lorages in 2002 was slightly more than 
planned. Dissemination activities resulted in higher than expected numbers in 
Philippines and Vietnam. The total number 01 larmers that are still cultivating lorages is 
more than 4700, 11 % more than expected·¡C, 
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Table 3. Summary experiments carried out and artícles written. 
No. of fanners No. of Seafrad 
Targetl carrylng out artleles 
Country .ilchiev"d-.!xp~rlmenta. contrlbutlon 
-- -- -,,---~ .. ~.- ---
China T 30 4 
A 30 4 
Indonesia T 17 3 
A 31 O 
Philippines T 41 8 
A 30 6 
Thailand T 3 1 
A 3 1 
Vietnam T 55 2 
A 45 1 
Total large! 146 18 
Total achieved 139 12 
% Achieved 95 67 
Table 4. Summary of achievements in dissemination in 2002 
~c~ouritry-" Targett~ No:of~~ No. 01 - No. of .. No:-Of~- No:fit--- No. o1·~~Nc-"o. "01--
achlev- PO's fanners new cross fanners new total 
ed conduct partic. groups visita partic. In fanners fanners 
ed In POS orga- cross planting planting 
China 
Indonesia 
Philippines 
Thailand 
T 
A 
T 
A 
T 
A 
T 
A 
Vietnam T 
Total large! 
Total achieved 
% achieved 
A 
2 Participatory Diagnosis 
7 
7 
24 
9 
30 
33 
8 
1 
52 
51 
121 
101 
83 
105 
109 
430 
269 
340 
355 
120 
15 
1330 
1400 
2325 
2148 
92 
7 
8 
36 
14 
23 
27 
8 
1 
O 
2 
74 
52 
70 
7 
nised visita forages forages 
15 
14 
23 
29 
29 
60 
18 
3 
40 
35 
125 
141 
113 
75 
81 
389 
278 
640 
674 
175 
100 
650 
700 
1929 
1833 
95 
.~---"In 20~O~2_ .. 
100 
97 
200 
183 
383 
721 
295 
195 
550 
660 
1806 
1856 
103 
173 
176 
946 
929 
1205 
1663 
449 
276 
1656 
1737 
4302 
4781 
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Table 5. Summary of aehievements in forage multiplicalion systems in 2002 
Country Targell New groups produ- New Individual Quantity Quanti 
achiev- cing plantlng farmers producing of spllts ty of 
ed materlals planting materials and seeds 
cuttlngs (kg) 
Vegel seedo V'tlve Vege- Seedo V'tive 
atrve • tative + 
saeds seeds 
Vietnam T O O O 11 13 5 560,000 50 
Vietnam A 5 65 40 3 3 10 10,000,000 155 
Indonesia T 25 3 8 202 5 15 263.000 11 
oplits .00 
45 bago 
Indonesia A 11 28 O O O O 1.400,000 O 
Thaíland T O O O O O O o 400 
Thailand A O O 21 O O O O 512 
China T 5 O O 45 20 O 35.000 2,000 
China A 5 O O 45 20 O 50.000 3,100 
Philippines T 12 54 14 2 2 7 90sa"". 11.5 
and 3,000 
splits 
Philippines A 31 36 21 211 37 16 136 •• cks 
and 81,000 
231 
, splil$ 
-- ---
Total target 42 57 22 260 40 27 2050 
Total 52 129 82 259 60 26 3996 
achieved 
% achieved 124 226 373 100 150 96 195 
There have been good results in the establishment of multiplication systems (Table 5). 
A remarkable performance is seen in the number of farmers producing seeds. In 
previous years these numbers had been very low, and hence Ihe low targets for 2002, 
Seed production is dlfficult and requires a combinabon of corree! crop management, 
seed harvesting skills, and favourable climatic conditions. Farmer trainings sessions 
organised by FSP have apparently paid off and resulted in group efforls lo produce 
seeds. Vegetative propagation is stíll the most common method for individual farmers 
though. 
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Table 6. Summary of capacity building in 2002. 
Country Targetl NO.of NO.of Noof No~ of 
achlev- farmer fanners techn!- techni-
ed tra!ning participate cians' cians 
courses or d in trainlng attended 
fleld days tralnlng courses trainlng 
conducted courses course 
orfleld 
days 
" .. ---~- .-------
China T 5 130 1 10 
China A 7 146 2 8 
Indonesia T 3 425 8 38 
Indonesia A 6 126 4 18 
Philippines T 39 970 10 47 
Philippines A 22 947 9 62 
Thailand T 4 100 1 5 
Thailand A 2 100 1 5 
Vietnam T 30 650 1 20 
Vietnam A 57 1632 2 35 
Total Iarge! 81 2275 21 120 
Tolal achieved 94 2951 18 128 
%achíeved 116 130 86 107 
.. _~ .. _~~ .. _~_ .. __ .. __ .. 
Many course were conducted lo train farmers, especially in the Philippines and Vietnam 
(Table 6). Although there were a fewer courses for technicians than planned. the 
number of technicians trained was higher than planned. It indicates Ihat courses have 
become more effective and been able to deal with more participants. The details about 
localions of the courses. the dales, course duralion. numbers of participanls of varíous 
levels, and Ihe organisers of the course are presented in Appendix 1 Due lo 
inveslments in networking which resulted in many shared activities al Ihe sites, many 
project staff and fam1ers have been able to enjoy training courses organised by other 
organisations. The details are presented in Appendix 2. The dimension of shared 
training activíties in the Philippines has been impressive. 
Networking has also resulted in many other aclivities. A good collaboration has been 
established with ICRAF in Mindanao, Philippines. There are also many shared field 
aclivíties wíth various Instítutions of the Department of Agriculture. Through this fonn of 
collaboration, the expecled reach of improved forage technologies as well as 
partícipatory methods have stretched far beyond what is measurable by FSP . 
Appendix 3 summarises the diversily of collaborative activities. At higher management 
level, good collaboralion has been established with ILRI- Asia. 
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3. Other activities 
An impact study was conducted in Mindanao, Philippines, Irom April 25 lo May 22, and 
in Tuyen Quang, northern Vietnam, Irom May 25 lo June 22, 2002. A consultant Irom 
the Nelherlands, Roel Sosma, was hired to implement the sludy with the nalional 
partners at the sites. The goals 01 this study were: 
• To assess the linancial and social benelils 01 lorage lechnologies developed 
Ihrough participatory research wilh FSP; 
• To calculate the costs 01 actual feeding practices and lo compare them wilh 
theorelical leed requirements; 
• To train farmers and lield workers in the use 01 i) girth tape measurss (cattle) and 
spring balances (goats) lor live-weighl assessmenl j ii) bod:1 condition 
scoring; , 
• To assess the effects 01 lorage conlour rov elion (Ma'ilbog, 
Philippines) , 
The study used methodologies similar lo the ones tha! were used in Ihe study on 
'Economlc and social benellls 01 new forage technologies in East Kalimantan, 
Indonesia'. The latter sludy has been published as CIAT Working Documenl 190. 
In the Philippines, improved forage species increased animal production, improved soil 
conservation and saved larmers time. Net yearly income per household Irom animal 
production increased Irom $54 to $157 in the larming community al Malilbog, and Irom 
$68 to $503 in Cagayan de Oro, The average nel income Irom animal production 
increased Irom $0,44 lo $1.06 per day 01 labour in Malitbog, and Irom $0.40 lo $1.34 in 
Cagayan de Oro. Planting lorages in contour Unes increased crop production slightly and 
contribuled another $22,50 to yearly income. The reduction in labour requirements 
allowed households to make $36 per year Irom other activities. The drop in labour time 
enabled households with low labour and land availability lo acquire animals, and other 
more lucralive farmers lo increase Iheir herd size or extend their crop aclivities. 
The introduc!ion 01 new lorages had a gender effect in the Philippines: the involvement 
01 women and children in tasks like herding and cutting diminished, and meo were 
responsible lor more liveslock tasks. A large increase in the number 01 animals owned 
by early adoplers resulted in Ihe need lor greater labour input. This created labour in 
rural areas and reduced labour migration'by young people. The introduclion 01 cutting 
and carrying reduced the destruction 01 crops by grazing animals and affected social lile 
in villages where herding was previously conducted on communal rangelands. 
In Vietnam, improved lorage systems also had a pronounced effect on income levels 
and welfare, Ne! income Irom rumlnant-fish production systems increased Irom $99 lo 
$199 per year. Converted lo net income per day 01 labour spent in the systems, the rates 
increased Irom $0,33 lo $1 ,13 lor the ruminant system and Irom $ 0.80 lO 2.33 lor the 
fish system. Saved time also allowed households to increase thelr income Irom olher, 
mainly agricultural, activities. This contrlbuted to an additional yearly income 01 $52 per 
household, Overall, the financial situation improved due lo increased income from 
Investmenls In tree crops, but the percentage contribution 01 livestock to total livelihood 
actually decreased. Forages increased net in come per household from pig production, 
but not the return Irom labour. 
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Positiva gender ellecls were more significant in Vietnam. Women and children benelited 
mosl Irom the reduction in time spent cutling, carrying and herding. They used this extra 
time lor educational and cultural activities, Poorer farmers who depended more on 
livestock due to small land area, bone/ited most from the improved lorages. Improved 
Images allowed tMem to keep larga ruminants-increasing Iheir income from livestock-
and inlansily Ihair production systems. Other positive effects on rural devalopment 
included a reduction in Ihe number 01 farming conllicts, rehabilitation 01 barren land and 
reducad usa 01 pesticidas. 
The adoption 01 new lorage was highly dependent upon the livestock dispersal and 
credit programs in Mindanao, alfecting lurther adoption and scaling-out negalively in one 
municipality, In Tuyen Quang province, the scaling-out 01 improved forage technologies 
was no! influenced i)y liveslock distribution schemes. The many advantages and 
lavourable socio-economic conditions associated wilh the adoplion 01 Panícum 
maxímum syslems, anhanced an aulonomous farmer-to-Iarmer process 01 scaling-out. 
However, Iha inlrodi 'clion 01 other species and accessions still naeds a slructured 
extension system. 
Several recommendations are made on the basis 01 this study. AII larmers cultivating 
lorages need training on ruminant nutrilion and the importance 01 consistent leeding 
practices. The causes 01 high mortality in goal kids requires more research. Further 
study is needed lo produce more accurate girth-liveweight tables lor local livestock 
species. The traditional alíma system, whereby animals are given in trust, is an obstacle 
lo equal income distribution and oughl be revised lo in crease the share 01 benetits going 
lo caretakers. People withoul long term rights to land use could not protil Irom lorage 
systems: there is an urgent need to provide land rights to the landless. The project 
should work with larmers owning smalllivestock, as an alternative lo working wilh 
larmers who receive large livestock through dispersal and credit schemes. There is 
scope lor baller market orientation lor smallholder livestock producers, particularly in the 
Philippines, 
The lull report will be published as CIAT working documenl no. 191. 
4. Publications 
The new publicalion 'Oeveloping forage technologies with smallholder larmers - How to 
grow, manage and use lorages' has been Iranslated and published in English, 
Vietnamese, Indonesian, Lao, Thai and Chinese. The booklet is aimed al lield workers 
and provides practical guidelines lor growing and managing lorages. This booklet, the 
new publication on 'Calliandra lor liveslock', and the 'Proceedings 01 the Third Regional 
Meeting 01 the Forages lor Smallholders Project held at the Agency lor Liveslock 
SeNices 01 Easl Kalimantan, Indonesia' have been sent lo targeted users throughout the 
region, 
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R. Roothaert, P. Kerrídge, J. Samson, E. Magboo, L.H. Binh, C. Phaikaew, 
P. Phengsavanh, Y. Kexian, Ibrahim, T.T. Khanh, P. Asis, W. Nacalaban, J. Saguinhon, 
G. Nakamanee and A. Schermesser 2000. RETA 5866: Fourth Agriculture and Natural 
Resources Research at CGIAR Centers: Developing Sustainable Forage Technologies 
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Forages for Smallholders Project, 1 July - 31 December 2002 
lor Resource-Poor Upland Farmers in Asia. Forages for Smallholders Project, Six-
monthly raport, 1 July - 31 December 2000, 31 pp. 
Developing Suslainable Forage Technologies lor Resource-Poor Upland farmers in 
Asía, Síx-Monthly Report, 1 January - 31 July 2000, Forages for Smallholders Projecl, 
15pp. 
Papers 
Roolhaert, R. L., Kerridge, P.C. 2002. "Adoplíon stralegies for lorages - experiencas 01 
the Forages lor Smallholders Project" Proceedíngs 01 Ihe Workshop on Research and 
Development Slrategíes lor the Uvestock Sector in South Easl Asia Ihrough National 
and IntemalionalPartnerships, 11-15 March 2002, Bangkok. ILRI, Los Banos, 
Philíppínes. 
Peters, M., Lascano, CE, Roothaert, R., and de Haan, N. C. (ín press). Linking 
research on lorage germplasm to ¡armers - the way lo íncreased adoplion. A CIAT, ILRI 
and liTA perspective. Field Graps Research Specíallssue, submitted. 
Ralph Roothaert, Peter Home and Wemer Slür. 2001. Integrating forage technologies 
on smallholder larms ín the upland trapícs. Paper presented al the Inlernatíonal 
Workshop "Forage Demand and Adoptíon by Smallholder líveslock Keepers", June 18-
20, Addís Ababa, Ethiopia. 
Ralph L. Roolhaert and Jindra Samson. 2001. Management 01 lorage crops lor 
smallholders in S.E. Asia and íts possible implications on ¡he quality 01 larm land. Paper 
presented at the Asían Agriculture Congress, 24 - 27 April 2001, Manila, Phílippínes. 
J. Samson and R. Roolhaert 2001. The Challenge 01 Adoption: Scaling-up 01 
Partícipatory Research in Forage Technologies. Poster presented al Ihe 6 th Nalional 
Grassland Congress, Legaspi, Phílíppínes. Awarded wí,h Best Poster Award. 
Proceedings 
Jindra Nuella Genío-Samson and Ralph Roolhaert (in press). Emerging Inlegraled 
Forage Technologies and their Benelits lo Farmers: The Forages for Smallholders 
Projecl Experience. Paper presented during the Cordillera Agroforeslry Innovalions 
Conference in Benguel State Universíly, Benguet Province, Nov. 24-26,2002 
Slur, W.w. 2002. Proceedings 01 lhe Thírd Regional Meeting 01 lhe Forages lor 
Smallholders Project he Id al the Agency tor Livestock Services 01 Easl Kalimantan, 
Indonesia. CIAT Working Documenl 188, Los Baños, 219 pp. 
R.L Roothaert and J.N. Samson, Eds. 2001. Proceedings 01 Ihe Annual Regional 
Programme Meetíng 01 the Forages lor Smallholders Project, 'Scalíng-up 01 particípalory 
lorage technology deve/opment', Samarínda, East Ka/imantan,lndonesía, 15 -19 
January 2001, CIAT, Los Baños. 
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Horne, P. M., Stur, W.w., Hacker, J. and Kerridge, P.C. (Eds) 2000. Working with 
farmers: the key to adoption 01 lorage technologies. Australian Centre lor International 
Agricultural Research: Canberra, pp 325 
Roothaert, R.L. 2000. Proceadings 01 the Inception Meeting 01 CIAT/ADB Project 
"Development 01 Sustainable Technologies lor Resource-Poor Upland Farmers in Asia", 
17-18 February2000, Los Baños, Philippines. CIAT, Los Baños, Philippines. 
News artíe/es 
Nourishing the Dairy Industry, Manila Times, 15 Oct. 2002 
Participatory research makes the difference, Nation Today, 14 Oct. 2002. 
HiII, B., Roothaert, R., When larmers are the scientists. ADB Review, March-ApriI2002, 
12-14 (2002). 
Ralph Roothaert 2000. Forages lor Smallholders in Asia: CIA T Project begins new 
Phase. UPWARD Fieldnotes Vol. 9(2) p. 9. 
Newsletters 
SEAFRAD News, Issue 12, April 2002. 
SEAFRAD News, Issue 11, July 2001. 
SEAFRAD News, Issue 10, May 2000. 
Others publications 
Improving livelihoods 01 upland larmers: History 01 Centro Internacional de Agricultura 
Tropical (CIA T) in the Philippines. 10 pages repart in a special publication 01 the Burreau 
01 Agriculture, Philippines, al Ihe occasion 01 the Phílippine Day during the AGM 01 
CGIAR2002. 
Roothaert, R. (Editor). CIAT in Asia 2002. CD 
Forages lor Smallholders Project, 2001. Internet web pages: www.ciat-asia.org/02-
FSP/fsp.htm . 
Two radio interviews with project staff were recordad and broadcast in East Kalimantan, 
Indonesia, reaching farmers in all rural areas, 2000. 
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Forages far Sma/lholders Projeet, 1 July - 31 Deeember 2002 
5. International travel 01 project staff 
Dates (2002) Traveller Countries 
visited 
Purpose 
26 Jan - FSP delegates Irom Lao PDR Third annual planning meeting 01 
5 Feb all member countries FSP 
."~~. _____ •••• r ______ ~ ••• " __ T' _ ___ ••••• ·7 __ • __ ••••• _. ______ " _ •• _ e ______ •••• ~_~ ____ T. ___ ~._ •• ____ •••••• _ T _____ ._ 
11-14 March R. Roothaert Thailand Regionallivestock research 
priority setting workshop. FAO-
ILRI 
18-23 March R. Roothaert, Mindanao. Finalise workplans and review 
....... _ .... ,',. ,_ :I,S,am,son ... ..".'" ... P.hiliJlpir¡es."" ,rese¡:¡rch pr()cEJss.", ".. _"" 
3 - 12 April R. Roothaert, Lao PDR, To plan monitoring and evaluation 
9-15April 
14 -18 April 
2 -7 June 
8-19July 
N. Johnson Vietnam systems, and lo prepare socio, 
J. Samson 
P. Kerridge 
R Roothaert 
R. Roothaert, 
J. Samson 
."", , ... ' ,."" ,~col1oF11~c, 6tLJ~Y."",. _""""' ... "",, 
Indonesia To conducl a workshop on 
Participatory Monitoring and 
Evalualion ••••• " _____ •••• _w __ . _ .~ _ •• ___ ••• ~._ ••• __ .~. _.M .. M. ______ . _ T'O"_. __ _ 
Philippines To assisl in writing new AOB 
,__ __ __ __ ,P!()p,o~al, _,___ __ __ __ __ __ . ________ , 
Lao POR, 
Vietnam 
To attend CIAT regional meeting 
in Lao and visil field siles in 
Vietnam 
_ww •• "". __ •• w.ww ••••• _.~.~.WWW.WNW_ •• "_ •• www • __ ~." •••• _ 
Hainan, To conduct a workshop on 
China Participatory Monitoring and 
Evaluation 
____ •• _w. ________ w ••• ____ ____ •••• ______ T. ,w.w ________ w.w •• ___ +_++_+ ••• __________ .~. __ • _____ • _ 
6 - 10 Aug 
19 24 Aug 
6-100cl 
R. Roothaert, Philippines To conduct field sludy on 
S.,l<a.aria,R,[)elv(;j . ,,__ ". ____ "if)forrn,atiol1,f)~vvs,, ____ . . ______ __ 
P. Kerridge Vietnam T o evaluale and facilitate on-going 
research at Tuyen Quang and 
Oaklak 
R. Roolhaert, 
R. Lefroy 
Cambodia 
15 
_. -_."" .. -. -- --_ .. -- .~ .. - - -- -- -- _ .. ~-- -- --- -_. 
T o discuss with NARS 
implementation 01 new RETA 
. . pr()p(')s.al, .. __ __ __ . __ __ __ __ __, __ 
Forages ror Smallholders Projecl, 1 July - 31 December 2002 
6. Human resources 
FSP co-ordinators and counterparts 
Dr. Ralph Roothaert, Regional Coordinator FSP, Los Baños, Philippínes. 
Dr. Rod Lefroy, Coordinator CIAT - Asia, Vientíane, Lao POR 
Me Eduedo Magboo, FSP Coordinator Phílippines, Los Baños. 
Me Viengsavanh Phimphachanhvongsod, FSP Coordinator, Laos POR, Vientiane 
Mrs. Chaisang Phaikaew, FSP Coordinator Thailand, Bangkok. 
Me Le Hoa Binh, FSP Coordinator Vietnam, Hanoi. 
Ir. Ibrahim, FSP Coordinator Indonesia, Samarinda. 
Assoc. Pro!. Yi Kexían, FSP Coordinator China, Hainan. 
Me Truong Tan Khanh, Oaklak, Vietnam. 
Mr. Willie Nacalaban, Malitbog, Philippines. 
Or. Perla Asis, Cagayan de Oro, Philippines. 
Mrs. J. Sahuinhon, Malitbog, Philippines 
Mrs. Ganda Nakamanee, Pakchong, Thaíland . 
. Me Francisco Gabunada, Leyte, Philippines. 
Mrs. Elsíe Gabonada, Impasugong, Philippines. 
Mrs. Jíndra Samson, Research Assistant, Philíppines. 
Mrs. Vu Haí Yen, Tuyen Quang, Víetnam. 
Mr. Leonardo Moneva, Cebu, Philippines. 
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Addresses of country off/ces 
China 
Mr. Yi Kexian 
FSP 
Tropical Forages Division 
Tropical Field Crops and Animal 
Husbandry Insttlute 
CATAS 
571737 Danzhou, Hainan 
P.R. China 
Fax: (86-890) 330-0157/0440 
Email: yikaxian@21cn.com 
Indonesia 
Ir.lbrahim 
FSP 
Dinas Peternakan TK.I Kaltim 
Jalan Bhayangkara No. 54, 
Sama rinda, East Kalimantan 75121 
Tel: (62 541) 743921n41642 
Emeil: ibrahimfsp@samarinda.org 
Laos 
Viengsavanh Phimphachanhvongsod 
FSP 
Livestock Development Oivision 
elo Dept. 01 Livestock and Fisheries 
P.O. Box 6766 
Vientiane, Leo POR 
Tel (856-21) 222 796 
Fax (856-21) 222 797 
Email: flspvte@laotel.com 
Dr. Roo Lelroy 
CIAT-Asia 
P.O. Box 783 
Vientiane, Lao PDR 
Tel (856-21) 770090 
Fax (856-21) 770091 
Email: p.kerridge@cciar.org 
17 
Phílíppines 
Mr. Ed Magboo 
FSP 
Liveslock Research Division 
PCARRD 
4030 Los Baños, Laguna 
Philippines 
Tel: (63-49) 536 0020 
Email: ecmagboo@laguna.net 
Dr. Ralph Roolhaert 
FSP Regional Offica 
CIAT, elo IRRI 
DA P.O. Box 7777 
Metro Manila, Philippines 
TeL (63-2) 845 0563/812 7686 elá. 
6856 
Fax (63-2) 845 06061 891 1292 
Email: r.roothaert@cgiar.org 
Thailand 
Mrs. Chaísang Phaíkaew 
FSP 
Divísion of Animal Nutritíon 
Department of Livestock Development 
Phya Thai Road 
Bangkok 10400, Thailand 
Tel (66 2) 6534491 
Fax (662) 6534933 
Email: fsplhai@ksc.th.com 
Vietnam 
Mr. Le Hoa Binh 
FSP 
Nationallnstitute 01 Animal Husbandry 
Ministry 01 Agriculture and Rural 
Development 
Thuy Phuong, Tu Liem 
Hanoi, Vietnam 
Tel (844) 8385 022 
Fax «84 4) 838 9775 
Email: fspvietnam@hn.vnn.vn 
Appendlx 1. Traíníng cours6s in 2002 
7. Appendices 
Appsndix 1. Trllinlng courses and number of psople tra/necI. 
COuntry and Name of tralnlng Locatlon Date Length No.of No. of No. 01 COurae 
Provlnce course conducted started (days) fleld resear· farmers organlser 
byFSP worker. chera (person) 
and 
offlcers 
Indonesia- PME Samarinda 09-Apr- 10 22 country 
Eest 02 coordinator 
Kafimantan 
. o ...... o" ...... ·· "fiaiñ¡ng°i:)i kay o .... "Sepakl; aña· .. · .... o .... 2~i-Jü·ñ:· .. ·· '3" o .. 0 ..... 0 -.. o ........ -.. o ......... ·15 .. · .. ¡ieiéi worker' 0 __ -. 
farmer in !orage Samboja 02 
...... o _o .......... ol:l.9~()orl~l'I1Y.o ........ o ............ 0 ....... o ... _o ...... 0 .. _ o. 0 ...... 0 ... 0 ....... _ o O" .................. o o ___ ....... 0 ... __ o o ..... __ . __ .... __ 
Training in Animal Samboja Jul-02 3 15 lield worker 
Nutrition 
""fra¡ñjng'oñobódYoo"Ioáküolii"0,,0,,,00,,00,00'Jüi~Ó2°0 .. o.o¿.o.ooooo.oo.oo .... o ..... oooo.oo.o ... o.15.o ... ¡ieiiiwórker····o .. 
.. 0.000.000.00.0 .... ~El!!!~ ....... 00000 .. 0.00.0.00_ ....... 00000.00 .... 0_00 ........ 0000.00 ..... 0000 ......... 00_ ........ 0.000 ....... 0000000 .... 0.000._0 ... 00000. 
Training 01 Bokasi Makroman 17 June 2 15 field worker 
o _"O o --0 .... 0 ... o .. Forage·· .. ·· _o .... o ... ·&ima.¡.¡ñéiii .. o-- ....... o .'AügüSi 0 __ . '1'2" --o ---'1 ff -- ---. o .. o ...... --o .. · .. ó o -- --o FSpocooréiiiiiitor o 
... _.00 ... 0.0 .. 0 .. 00c!oEl1l.EI!<?~~~11~0.000.000000000000.00o.ooooo.ooooooooooo.o()~oooooooooooooooooo .. oo.ooo.oo.o00000000000000.00000000000 .. 00000.000.0000 .. 0.0 
Makroman 17 June 2 days O 15 field Makroman 
wOrker 
°ff¡áifáñ(j·:.oo·· .. Forage·Agroñomy· .. F'akchoniio.o ..... o ... o .·¿·{~May·· .. · .. ¿·000.000.0 ... 000.0 .... 0.000.00.0.--0··50· .. 0·G·ánda:··ooo.oooo.o 
Nakomratcha- Supachai 
sima oooooooooo .. ooo ... ooFórageOüiil¡üitiono.ooPa.kchong·· .. oo--.0.0····23~May .. 000002°00000 .. 0 ... 0.000.000 .. 000 .. 00000 .. 00°SOoooooGanda:·ooooo ... o.o 
O' o o 0 ...... 0 ... 0 O" .~i~l.c! oc!.~y. .......... o o o o .. o ... o o ...... o o o ... _ .. o .... o 0 ....... 0 o 0 .. 0 ........ 0 ..... o o o o .... o o __ '0 o o. o ......... o __ .. o o J?!-!p.!i!90~l:Ii o .... o. o o. 
Vietnam - Tech. Training on Tay nguyen 12-May 7 12 6 4 Truong tan 
Dak/ak forage university Khanh, Van Tien 
.. o ...... __ . __ o. o __ o!ElC::~!1()!1()ol~g)'. o .... o __ 0"0 o. ____ .... 0 .. o .. __ 0 ..... ____ 0 __ .. __ 0.0 .. o ..... o. o" o o .... o. o _ o __ .. o. o .. o. o o o o o ... 0 ... 0 0º.l!1109. o. o o. o ..... o. o 
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Appendlx 1. Trainlng courses In 2002 
Date Length 
alartad (daya) 
NO.of 
field 
workers 
and 
officars 
No.of 
resear-
chers 
No. of Courae 
farmera organiaer 
(person) 
• 
................... '4' farmer íi-aiiifñg"" \¡jilege' No2:' CÜ 'Ni;'" 'ó3:jüñ""'" ·2······························ ...... '1'15"" Ngúyeñ . van' Ha',' 
courses in Ea Kar Ninh Thanh, MOa, Khanh 
district on forage Vilage No 4 - Cu 
agronomy + 2 Field Hue, Xuan Phu, E Ao 
.................... ~!!l!3! .......................................................................... . 
4 farmer training Village No 6, Nol0 - 05-Jun 2 
coursas in Ea Kar Eadien commune, 
district on forage Village No 1, 6 -
agronomy + 3 Field Ealai, Ea Mlay, Cu 
13if' . "i:EiVañ'ffiieú;'fé' 
Thi Tuyat, 
Khanh 
.................... cI!!l!.~ .................... ~!!! ............................................................................................................ . 
4 farmertraining Hoa Khanh,Nam 07·Jun 2 140 Nguyen Dinh 
courses in Ea Kar Dong, Hoa Phu, Ea Thu, Dung 
district on forage Tling, Tam Thang 
agronomy + 3 Field 
.................... dl!l!.~ .................................................................................................................................... . 
4 farmer training Ea Huar, Tan Hoa, 09-Jun 2 140 Nguyen Van 
courses in Ea Kar Ea Bar and Cuor Duong 
district on forage Knia 
agronomy + 3 Field 
.................... cII!l!.l'! .......................................................... __ ........................................................................ . 
1 farmertraining Ea Rieng commune 17·Jun 2 25 Hien, Khanh 
courses + Field day 
...... -- -- .......... narmerírainfñ¡j'" "Ea ·Kao···· .............. 'ls:jüñ" .... --1········ .. · .. · .. ····· ...... --......... 25··· "He;'¡{hiiñií'" .... . 
course 
19 
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Countryand Name of trainlng Locatlon Date Length NO.of No.of No. 01 Course 
Provlnce course conducted started (days) fleld resear- farmers organlser 
byFSP workers chers (persoo) 
and 
officers 
9 Courses on Ham yen, Yen son 20-Apr. 1 26 270 Mrs.Huong, 
forage agronomy district 19-Jun day/cou Mr.Dzung 
rse 
................... 'i; trainini:i ca'urses'" 'Fihülam~'Tuquaii:"'" ·SepC· .. ·1 Fi dÍl-y· .. ···· T .... · ... --' --........... 50····· Mrs:·'len:········· 
on seed productíon Ducnính, HoangKhai, and Oct. Mr. Bính 
KyLam 01 SonDuong 
district traiñing' éoú'rses' 'Na' Hañg:Ven' Soñ':" 'jüC a:ñd' ''¡¡¿' da-y .. ····· 
on animal leeding Ham Yen districts Aug. 
and management 
......... i:;' iféiéi visiis .... · .... "Sóri düóiiii: Yeñ' son'," liAay·· .. ···,.. day 
Ham yen district and 
Jun . 
330 Mrs.Minh, 
Mrs Huong, 
Mr.Dzung 
andYen 
~~_. -- -----~~~~ -*~----- --- -.-~-~-.-
178 Mrs. Yen and 
Mrs. Huong 
. f:5hii¡ppínes::"'" Farmers" semi n'á¡'''' 'Cagaya'ñ' de' oro·· .. · .. ···· Ju'ñe'" "1""'" -- ............................ 1·88···· Parla 'Asis' 
Cagayan de on ¡arage 2002 
. 9.~9 ............ __ Jlr~d.uc:.ti9.r1 ............................................................................................................................. . 
Animal Nutrition/ Lumbia 16 Jan 1 18 Asis/Nec 
.................... f.9!~9.El }\g!~r1~i11Y .............................................................................................. fl~g!'!~!'!lCl ......... . 
Goal Iponan 10 Apr 2 13 Asis/Nestor 
Raising/Forage Nacalla, 4·H 
.................... 1\.9r::>r1.9i11Y ........................................................................................................ f!I,lR. E(I,l!'· ........ . 
Basic Forage Besigan 23 Apr 1 25 Asís 
.................... l\.gr::>(1.9i11)' ............................................................................................................................. . 
Basic forage Langag, Dansolohon 24 Apr 2 14 Asis & La 
Agronomy Victoria 
:: ... ::::::::: ::: :::~a~~~~i:~¡ñ~ ::: :::: ::~~~~e~~~:,:~~~~0~~::::~~:~~X: :::::: .. _ .... _. --- ---_.- ----- -_.- . 24 Asis 
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Countryand Name of tralnlng Locatlon Date Length NO.of 
started (days) field 
workers 
and 
offlcers 
No. of No. of Course 
Provlnce course conducted 
byFSP 
re_r- farmera organiser 
chers (person) 
· .. ·············· .. ·A"ñimiiiiiütrliii:.íñ ...... iumbiii .......... · .... ····21··Máy .. · .. T···· ........ · ...... · ........ ····· .... ¡Ó .... ·Asis·,fBosms· .. · 
Feeding System 
Hands·on Body 
.................... 'i"'4j!!9.~t. 4j!.~tirr!~~i()n .................................................................................................................... . 
Basie Forage Pamalihi,Pagatpat 17 Jun 2 30 Asis & Payla 
.................... ~gr~fl.C!~)I ............................................................................................................................. . 
Cattle Fattening Mambuaya 20 Jun 1 17 Asis & Elorde 
Animal Nutrition 
Feeding System 
Forage Agronomy 
Cattle Fattening Bayanga 26 Jun 1 20 Asis 
Animal Nutrition 
Feeding System 
.................... f.()~~g.E! .~gr~I)~r:fl Y. ................................................................................................................... . 
Idem Baikingon 2 Jul 1 23 Asis & Paasa 
...... Basio ·Forage····· ... 'Mi"dkewiiñ',' Bayañgá"'3" Júi········· ·2·· .. ····· .. ······· ····················2·3····· Ai¡is B.' La·········· 
Agronomy Victoria 
................... 'cáttis' i=átteñ¡ñg""··· tümpagoñ····· ......... ·á·J"úi····· .... ·1······························· .. ···· ·26····· Asis·S. y" ......... . 
Animal Nutrition Dapanas 
Feeding System 
.................... f.()~~g~ .~gr~F1~r:fly. ................................................................................................................... . 
Idem San Simon 14 Aug 1 16 Asis & Paasa 
......... ídem'" ................ ·p¡gsag:iin·· .... ········ '15 ·A"úg······ T" ................................... ·16····· Asis ~ .. Dapañas" 
········· .. ·········idam···················t~~?~~~~::::::::::::::::~~:~ú~:::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~:::::~~~:~:~~y:::::::: 
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Countryand 
Province 
Name of training Locatlon 
course conducted 
byFSP 
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Date Length No. of 
started (days) fleld 
workers 
and 
officera 
NO.of 
resear-
chera 
No. of Course 
farmers organlser 
(person) 
Dapanas 
----- -fdem·-···· . . .~_.~ .. _-- -- - ---- ---". Dansolihon 24AuQ 1 17 Asis & La 
Victoria 
'Phiiippiiíiis'· "'Fo¡'age'Ag¡'oñomy--'Si¡oo~'Máiiibog--'-"----iján--'-'·-··2--·······--·-····-·- w _______ • _____ ._w __ w __ w.w __ •• w.~ __ ~ ___ _ 43 FSP 
_ªukicing[l , ___ Ir.a[nin.!L _ ... _ ... __ ..... _. _ .. _ .... _ .. __ . __ . _ o _o ____ • ____ • __ • ___ • _ __. __ •• _ •• _ 
Soil & Water San Migara, Malítbog 25 19 FSP 
Conservation March 
___ . T!!ili_n!ng _" ___ ............ _ ......... __ o ___ o •••••••• __ •• ___ o .. _. o '. ___ ••••• 
Livestock weight Poblacion, Malitbog 20 May 1 3S .. ···FSp .. ····· .-. -- --. 
using girth 
measurement 
_" __ .. _._._ ........ tr.~!njrlg._ .. __ .. _ .. _ ....... o •• _._ •• _ •••• _ •••••••• _ •• _ ••••••••••••••••••••••••• _._ ••• 
Forage Agronomy Samolo, Malitbog 27 June 2 
....... __ .. _ ... T!.~!rl!n.9 ........... _ ............ ' .. _ ..... _ .... _, . _ ... _ .. _ .. _ .... __ o •••••••••• __ •••• 
Livestock Omagling, Malitbog 19 Feb 2 
•• ___ • _ •••• __ •••• o. J'~~Clcll,lR!i~rl_!réliní.r)9. ...... _. _. _ ... _. ___ o _. __ • _ _ ' • _ ••••• _______ ••••••••••• _, 
Integrated Farming Sayawan, 15 Jul 2 8 
system and lorage Impasugong 
development 
20 
25 
o 72 
FSP 
FSP 
LGU-
Impasugong 
..... _.~~rl)!rl.'!r .............. _ .. _ .. _ ..... _ ........ o ••••••• ____ • __ •••••••••••••••• _ •• _. __ ._ ••••• __ ._._ •••• __ •• _ •• _ •••• _. __ ._. __ ._. __ ._._, __ ._ ••• 
Idem Cawayan, 11 Aug 2 8 O 74 LGU· 
_._ .. _. _ .... _ .. 1.r!1P!ilS.u9.9!'!9 .. ____ .. _ ..... __ .. _ .... __ . __ o _. __ • _ •• _ •• ______ •• _ • __ •• o _. _. ____ •• _. _ •• _ •••• _ !IT.lP.élsu.Q()ng ___ . __ 
Idem San Antonio, 13 Aug 2 8 O 37 LGU-
_ ..•... _ .... _ .... _._ ... __ ... _1.n1.PI:!!l.l!9.Clr¡L ____ .. _ .. _ .. __ ..•.. _ .. _ .. __ ....... _ .. __ ..•. ,. ___ .• __ . ___ ...... _ .. _ .. _. _ .. ! IT.lJJél~~.g~n.9 _. _ __ 
Adoption and Sungca, Lantapan 9 Sep 1 8 O 30 ICRAF 
PromotJon 01 ' 
Conservation Lantapan & FSP 
F'!n.nir¡9_ .. _ ... _ .. _._ ..... ___ ... __ .. __ ._ _ _ _. _ ... _"" __ .. _ ......... _ . __ " _ ...... __ .. _.. . .. _ .. _ .I~~asugong 
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Appendlx 1. Tralning courses in 2002 
Date Length No. of 
started (days) field 
workers 
and 
offlcers 
'f 
No. 01 No. of Course 
resear- farmers organlser 
ehers (person) 
.................. --Propér Handiing oi" 'Cag: 'ó'e' Oro' ......... --1 ¡-¡-oCi'" .... '2'" ........ :{ ........... ' O"'" ...... 'ó' .......................... . 
Fertilizar & FPA Region 10 
Pesticide 
... -- .............. 'Forage'A:groñoñiy ···Gagayañ·de·Oro······ ·16·Sep···· "'5' ··········4······ ...... O'······· ... o···· "FSp'Centrei¡" ... . 
.... Jr.~Sl!r1!r1.!l ................................................................................................................................ . 
Goat Production Omagling, Malitbog 19 Feb 2 7 O 25 FSP/MAO 
and Management 
.................... :r):!I!r1!~g ................................................................................................................................ . 
Idem Bagyangon, Malitbog 20 Aug 2 5 O 40 FSP/MAO 
.................. "Draft' A:ñiñiiii Heiilth 'silóo; ·Maliítiog········ "22' riióii······ ·1········ ... 4······· ..... ij ........... áí3····· FspiMAO" ...... . 
management 
trainjng 
.................... Feeds eiii¿i ié"eding' 'siióO; ·Ma·liítiog········ --16'oéo" .... ·1····· ...... :1·········· .. O'······· "'25"'" FspiMAo-········ 
of draft animal 
.................... ~~!I!l)jl1.g ................................................................................................................................. . 
Forage-Crop- Impahanong, 7 Aug 2 7 O 35 FSP/MAO 
Livestock Malitbog 
................... .l.r1!~grª~~r1. I~lijr1j!19 .................................................................................................................. . 
Monitoring & Patong, Malitbog 9 Jun 1 3 O 25 FSP/MAO 
Evaluation 
.................... \Ii.()r~~I1.()~ ..................... _ ....................................................................................................... . 
Cross visl! to B. Dambaan, 23 Jul 1 2 O 25 FSP/MAO -
.................. .J.9.w..~!. g!!I~~rjli ..... .T ~~.LJg!l!1 t.,=ª~!I~¡¡.rL. ................................................................. M!I!i~~{)9 .......... . 
Cross visit to C. Kallpay, 15 Aug 1 1 O 48 FSP/MAO-
ICRAF, Claveria Mabuhay, Malitbog 
............................. 1?.a.9.Y!U)99.n .................................................................................................. . 
Cross visit to D. Kuyahonl 30 Jul 1 1 O 37 FSP/MAO -
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Country and Name of training Location 
Province course conducted 
byFSP 
Appendix 1. Training oourses in 2002 
Date Length No. of 
started (days) field 
workers 
and 
officers 
No. 01 No. of Counile 
resear- farmers organlser 
chers (person) 
ICRAF, Claverla Impahanong Malítbog 
--. -- -- ----Cros;" visit ·to------ ----E-: -Sá-mp¡iino"- -- -- -. ---22 -Aug -.- ... -i -.. -... '---T- ------ --.. i:í ----. -----45 -- -.. FspiMAO -: -. 
.. _ ... _________ .. _. ).9I3.ft,r:'J_ <:::!~."E?!"!~ __ ..•..... _ .. _______ ...•.... ______ .. ' .•... _________ ....... _. ____ • ________ ..•.... ____ ... __ o. __ o. _. !'v1.~!it~9.9_ ... ______ . 
Cross visit to F. Pigsuguaml 13 Sep 1 2 O 40 FSP/MAO -
__ .. _ .. ___ . _______ J9I3AfJ_ <:::!~."E?rja ______ B.o!1_~g~g.o!1_. ______________________________ . ___ . ___ . _________ . _____ .. __________ ... !'v1a!it~o.9 _ .. 
Cross visit to G. Sumalsag 27 Sep 1 2 O 38 FSP/MAO -
... ____ ... . .. ____ .. 1.9.13.~.fJ. º!~."Elrj~. _'" _____ o __ ••••••• _____ • _____ • __ ••• ______ • _ •• _____ ._._. ____ • ______ •• _ •••• __ • _ ••••• _ •• _ • _______ • !'v1_~1i.t~9.9 _ .. __ ..•.. 
Cross visi! to H. Manalagal 160ct 1 2 O 40 FSP/MAO -
_. __ .. 1.9I3AfJ_ º!~."El!j~_ .... _El_~9.0!l9. ªjl~l1.g ________ ..... 0 • __________ ." ______ • __ • _____ • ___ •• 0 ••• _ •• _. _____________ .M~!i:t!:!9.9 ___ . ______ . 
Cross visi! • San Migara 8 Dee 1 3 O 40 FSP/MAO -
Forage and Goat Malitbog 
house of 
_. __ ..... __ ~.!!ID'~r:!a . _____ ...... ________ ... ____ ,_'.0 __ 0_0 ___ ••••••• ___ -o ___ •••• __ • _____ ._ 
Cross visi! to Bansalan, Davao 6 Nov 3 3 --. -. i:í -. -___ o. -··-S·· -. -. FspiMAO -: ---- --. 
Mindanao Baptíst Malitbog 
Rural Lite Center 
______ ••• _o __ ••• ____ (~~~I3.ºl __ . __ ._ .... ______ .... __ . _____ ....... ________ .. _ ._. _____ ........... _____ ..... _ ....... __ .. _. __ ....... ______ . __ .... _ .. __ .... ___ . __ 
Idem Bansalan, Davao 12 Nov 3 3 O 5 FSPIMAO . 
--- -- -. --........ -"Crosi" vislÚó-Mag:- 'Gubii: Cetiú -CltY' --. -- -3- Dec--·······4 
uugmad 
Foundation 
. ·---·idem .. ··-··-·····-·-----Gúbii:Cebú·citY------·i4-0SC·'-"--4--"'--
.. .. _______ .• _________ . ____ . __________ M~!i:t!:!o.9. _. _______ . 
4 O 3 FSP/MAO • 
Malitbog 
4 O 3 '-'FspiMAQ":"--"-
... ______ ...•..... _ .. t.4.~!i:t!:!9.9_ ..... _ .. _ .
15 12 Yi Kexian . ch¡iiáo : •••••••••• Moñitoring' añd······ 'CATAS;' OánzhCíu' -.. --9-:luí}!' -..... -:¡. -..... -":3 --. 
Hainan evaluation 
.. __ ..... ___ ... _w.(l~s~.oP. 
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Appendix 2. Othsr training COUfSes in 2002 
Appendix 2. FSP partnBrs trained by other organlsatlons in 2002. 
Country 
Vietnam 
Name of tralnlng course locatlon 
conducted by FSP 
Training on forage 
agronomy for !armer 
(Funded by PARC 
Buon Don, 
Daklak 
Date atarted length 
(days) 
12 Jun 2 
No. of No. of No. of Course 
field resear- farmers organiser 
workera chera trained (person) 
and 
otticers 
2 o 12 Nguyen Van 
Duong and 
Khanh 
....................... p.roj~9!l .................................................... . 
4 Training courses on Hoang Khai, 5 Sept. 
forage agronomy and Noíbinh, 
animal management Doiean, 
Ankhang 
communes, T . 
4 200 Agricultural 
ex!ension 
center and 
FSP 
....... .................. ............ ...... " ............ 9.lI!,:~g .......... "...................... . ............. " ....... " .................................... . 
Thailand Bee! fattening Lopburi 22 Apr 3 20 Viroeh 
provinee, Kukuntod, 
Nakornratehas Dept. 01 Public 
ima welfare 
'Phillppiñei¡' --.... 'feéhñofogy' el"·"""" .... Bohoi: Phii:·· "'1'á March ............ á' ......... '1' ........................... 'EiÉNRO" ...... . 
Partieip'ation-I 
··--·······--·--·····--feéfiñóiOQy·or··············Borácáy;·pÍ'Í¡C·a·May···--······--···s······-·····1·-······-······-············EiÉN·Flo········· 
_ ........ _ ..... _ ....... ~~rtj~Jp.~!!().rI:!~ ....... _ ................ _ ............. _ ...... _ .. _ ..... _ ................ _ ................................................ . 
Farm Planning & Davao City, 2 June 3 2 DAR/ADB 
__ •• ______ o ____ ••• __ • ___ E3!!º9~t!~9. ... _ ,, __ ,, ___ . __ " .. ~hiJ,. _______ .. __ o _______________ • ______ ••• ____ •• __ ••••• ______ •• ____ •• __ " __ •••• __ •• _. ____ ••••••••••••••• 
Integrated Rural Malitbog 5 June 1 1 LGU-Malitbog 
Accessibility 
... _ ........ _~!~n~J!!9. ..... __ . _ ...... ___ . _ .._ .. _. _ ... _ .... " ..... _. _ ... 
2nd International Course Los Banos 4 March 18 . """"2' -......... " ... '6fp~üpWARD' 
.. _ <?~. ~!'!rt.i9.ip''!I~<?r:y. f\~l!~'!Ir9.~. _ .. _. _ .. _ .. __ . _ ..... ____ ..... ____ .. __ . _ .. _ .... __ ... __ 
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Appendix 2. Other training courses in 2002 
Name of training course Location 
conducted by FSP 
Date started Length 
(days) 
No. of No. of No. of Course 
field resear· farmers organiser 
workers chers trained (person) 
and 
officers 
and Development 
....................... Cstile' Fatiéiífrig· .. ·· ........ DA}~C>M ¡AFie' 9 ·May· .. ····· .. ·· ·· .. 2·· .......... 2" ................... '24" '. ·[)r.· Ei'¡iici '1' ele:' 
LARAlDA Malaybalay, an,Mr. Lorono 
.... 9'!9. .......................... !3~ki~n?n.................. ............. .............. S2~."!-I<~r.. ..... .. 
SOU and water F.S. Catanico 25 July 2 2 20 Or. Perla t. 
oonservation/Hands-on Asis,CVO & 
Traíning Pada.ICRAF 
CVO/ICRAF 
·Foddé·rTrees·Produetioñ .. cliliilá·ñ;oavao·30:iúiy· .. · .... · .... ··2········ 2 ······6 .. 
CVO/NOA Cíty 
14 . "Boñ'gabong}¡ 
DA& Asis, 
CVO (resouree 
........................................................................................................................................... S>¡J.El~~§l~~ ....... . 
SoU and water Pagalungan 13 Aug. 2 15 ASis,CVO & 
oonservationlHands-on Pada, ICRAF 
Training 
CVO/lCRAF 
....................... T ri¡¡il¡ri¡j Cciurse ·óií··· .. · .. · ií!C>MIARCHi" '1'2' Nav:···· .. · .. · .... 3' ......... ·1'1" .... ·· .. ·· .. ···· ........ · Tac~añ·,· Mr:····· 
Forage Development and DA Lorono 
Management & Asís & 
DAlNOMIARC LGU Naealaban 
....................... L'lI.rIél.().9.ElI.I:'I.9n~.................................................................. .................... ............ ,(!:!¡Jea.k~rsL .. . 
Forage Agronomy CDO 12 Dee 3 25 DA·RFU-l0 
....................... :r:~él.i!'!iJ)9. ................................................................................................................................ . 
Cross-visit to Forage Soll San Miguel 23 Aug 1 25 Clty Vet-CDO 
Ca . 
... .................... Patato liñij'Camote .... ·· .. · BukiCiñoñ···· ... ·1·i{J·üi .. · .. ···· .. · .. · '2'" '. . ... o ........ '4¡r'" 'LG ü~····· 
..... . . ........ 9!'!n~Y . .I:'r~s!3Ln9.................. .... .... . ..................... .......... ..... ....... . ......................... 1 fTIPéiSlJ9.0!1.9 ... . 
....................... §~lJ!'!s~ .~~()~Ell!í.ng'.Mol1g.o. M"!-~(1)1b.a!a}' ..... 1.2. !3~I? ............... 2. .... .1 .......... 'O ......... 'O ..... .DA provi nc;i(il .. 
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r 
A/1P8fldlx 2, Dril" rralnlng CCIIIIU' 111 2M2 
Nlme of trell'll"g COU"I Looltlon 
conduotecl by Fa!' 
Datl .tarted Llngth 
(daya) 
, 
No. of No. of No. 01 Cour.e 
tleld r .... r· firmar. organl.ar 
workar. cha,. trllnad (per.on) 
and 
oHlcar • 
....................... f.r~9!!1~m;. ................... 9jW ................................................................................. .9fJj~~c .......... . 
e:xtenllon Oevelopment MUluan, 25 Sep 3 2 O O ATI-CMU, 
Cour.e Bukldnon 
..................... ··Poi. ·¡.¡a·rveíi'Háíidíiri¡j···· ·Saiúngañ·,···· .. ':"6' Nov·······,,···· .. 2···· , .. ,.,., r .. ··· .. ·· (; ........ ·15· .. · 'oÁ' NOMiARc' 
and Proc, .. lng 01 Hlgh Malaybalay RFU 10 
.. , .................... y ~'-~~ 9.C?~."!!~!.c:l.~l.9.r.I?p.~ .. 9Jw ........................... __ ........................................ __ ........... [).~l1:'!'!aa!!, ...... . 
Handling and Packaglng Manolo 18 Sep 3 1 O O LGU-manolo 
01 Vegtable Productlon Fortich, forticn & DA-
Bukldnon RFU 10 Cag, 
de Oro 
........ í íiiegrated' ¡'úi1ilíriabiéi" --. Rlbanton·:'··· .. · ifoéc -- .. ' --.' ..... --2'''' .. , ' ... '2'" ...... (;" ....... 'O ..... Na o:i<aanfti··· 
dlverslfled agricultura ImplIsugong foundation & 
LGU 
..... .... . .... -- ...... ííiieg ratee{ s'úitairiabie-- .... Hoi¡pa:··· .. ··· . ':" Él De<:····· .. --...... 2··· .. ··· .. ··2'· .. ······ o' ........ o'· .. · 'Ñ'ao:Kaánib'" 
dlversifled agricultura Impasugong foundation & 
LGU 
., ............ , ........ PotáiCi eñ'a' camote'····· .. · TagaY¡ay;" , .... 2.ÚAay···· .. ·,··· --·4--····· --· .. 2'·'·······0········· o'" ,. 'ÓA ceñYrai"'" 
......... "., ........ " 9~~.~y. f.!~9!~~I!!Q .......... 9~Y!!~.9!!Y ..... " .................. __ ., ................ __ .. , ....................... 9.f.I!~~.~ 1.-JI ... . 
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Appendix 3. Callaborating organisations in 2002 
Appendix 3. Organisations that FSP has collaborated wlth in 2002. 
Country Name 01 organisation 
Philippines Department 01 Agriculture 
Department of Agrarian 
Reforms 
ICRAF 
Philippine Coconut Authority 
Provincial Government 01 
Bukidnon 
Municipality Government of 
Type 01 Place, Province 
organisation 
Research Institute Cagayan de Oro 
City. Misamis 
Oriental 
Research I nstitute Cagayan de Oro 
City. Misamis 
Oriental 
Research institute Claveria, Misamis 
Oro 
Research Institute Misamis Oriental 
Research Institute Malaybalay, 
Bukidnon 
Government agency Malitbog, Bukidnon 
Activities in common with FSP 
Forage Agronomy Training course and livestock 
projects 
Livelihood project for the farmer collaborators 
Soil and Water Conservation Project 
Coconut-livestock integration 
Farmers Field Day/Livelihood Projects/Agri-fair 
Farmers Field Day/Livelihood Projects/Agri-fair 
. ____ ---"cMalitbog, Bukidnon 
Bukidnon Environment & Government agency Malaybalay, Training on Technology of Participation 
Natural Resources Office Bukidnon 
----------óJisvM-vTsCA College - department Leyte, Eastern forage plots for instructional purposes (college 
__ ~~.....,...--,-___ ---= __ .....,...--,--_---cc---c-__ Visayas stud~I1.!~~!"icul!ureL _____ -,-c-__ ---,--_ 
------;:D:-e-p-artment 01 Agriculture Research Institute Cagayan de Oro Forage Agronomy Training course and livestock 
Region 10 City, Misamis projects 
Oriental 
--Cagayan de Oro -----------:-=-------c----,---"'----,---:-Department 01 Trade and Research Institute 
Industry Region 10 
------------De¡;¡artment 01 Agrarian-
Reforms Region 10 
City, Misamis 
Oriental 
Researchlnstitute-Cagayan de Oro 
City, Misamis 
Oriental 
-----
Livelihood projeet for the farmer collaborators 
Livelihoodprojectiéi-rthe larm-er collabürators 
----------------¡C-RAF------------ -R-es-eareEI nstitute --CiaverTa~-Misam¡s--S-oil and Water ConservatiOnProjéct ---------------
------------------------------------------------------------~--------------------------------------------------------------------
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Appendix 3. CoIlaIJorating organisatlans in 2002 
Name 01 organlsaUon 
ICRAF-Visayas 
Typeof 
organlsatlon 
research institute 
Place, Provlnce Actlvltles In common wlth FSP 
Oro 
Leyte. Eastern-- promotioñ 01 soU álldwatar consarvátioñ-------
National Dairy Authority 
_~;--:-;;--;---;V;;::isa:=lyc=a"'s. practíc~~ontourl1aQ9.E!.I".()wliL_. ______ . _______ _ 
Resaarch Instituta Cagayan de Oro Dairy Cattle project for FSP larmer collaborators 
Natural Resources 
City 
Research Instituta Cagayall-deOro"-- Soil andWater-Conservation Project _._-----
City 
PCC at ViSeA govemmant agency - Leyte, Eastem ---d1ssemination 01 lorage plañifn~lmateriaiStO-------
. agriculture Visayas . _____ caraba_~u!,!!sers ________ .. __________ _ 
Philippina Carabao Center Research Institute Musuan, Bukidnon Dairy Buffalo Projact lor FSP larmer collaborators 
Philippine Coconut Authority Research Instituta Misamis Oriental Coconut-livestock intagration 
Provincial Govemment 01 Research Inst¡tui:e~alaybalay:-----FarmersField Day ----------.-------
Bukidnon Bukidnon 
Department 01 Animal Science University Baybay, Leyte Implementatioll 01 FSP-inLayteand Cebu -----.--
and Veterinary Medicine, 
Leyte State Universitl',. 
Philippine Carabao Canter at Govemment 
LSU organisation 
Women's Health and Sale Non-government 
Motharhood organisation._ 
Baybay, Layte Dairy Buffalo Project lor FSP farmer collaborators 
-.;;:--:-;:-;----::-:-0----------_ .. ----.--- ----
Malitbog. Bukidnon Women groups 
Department 01 Environment Government Malaybalay, Farmar axtension 
and Natural Rasourcas organisatíor¡ Bukidnon _. _______ _ 
Agricultural Training Instituta Government Musuan, Bukidnon Training 01 farmers 
organisation 
City Govarnment 01 Government 
Malaybalay organisation 
Northam Mindanao Intagrated Government 
Agricultural Research Center, organisation lor 
DA-RFU 10 research 
.. _----_. 
Malaybalay, 
Bukidnon 
Malaybalay, 
Bukidnon 
---_.~. ~----~-~~~~---
Production of planting materials 
-------------_._-------- --------. 
29 
Country Name of organislltlon 
Large Animal Raisers 
Association for Northern 
Mindanao 
in-d..,o-n-e-s--,-ia----7BPLP Traiiífng Canter 
Appendíx 3. CoIlaborating organisatíons In 2002 
Type of -Place, Provlnce ACtlvities in common wlth FSP 
organisation 
Non-governrnent Cagayan-deOro- Reld days 
organisation City, Misamis 
Oriental 
Training Co-e-n"7te-r---S::éamarinda,Easf-- TraininglorField Worker ----------------------
Kalimantan 
Oeliveri -----iIVestockPrOjeét T anahG rogót, Pasír -TráTñirígforFleld Workeriñp-RA-------------------------
District, East 
Care international NGO 
__ -=Kalimantan 
East Kalimantan Fieia--a-ay -,iOrage species plots-¡ñ--Mara-ngkayu----
,Samarinda 
-------Kutai Barat Agricultura governmEmt agency - Kutai Barat,Melak Preparlngpfanting matÉÍriaíTo-rfarm-ers-tési------------
Thailand 
Services agriculture _--:-__ -;~--
Division of Government Pakchong, Beef fattening Project 
Sel! Heip Land Settlement Nakornratchasima 
Department of Public Welfare 
Ministry of Labour and 
Social Welfare 
Vietnam NIAH Research Ha Noi Coordinator-- -------------- -------------------------
Tay Nguyen University University- Buon MaTiiü-ót;----Manager-------------------------------------------
_____ ='Oaklak 
--DARD TrlBuon Don and Cu Government Daklak Provi;:;ce- SupeiVisorandDevalopment'workers-------------
Jut Districts 
DARD Government 
Extension Office iIÚ.1Urak;Ea Government 
Kar, and Cu Jut Districts 
DARDTn Dalclak Extension Government 
Tuyen Quang 
Province 
---------
Daklak Province 
~~""" "---------------Supervisor and Development workers 
Supervisor and Developmeñt work-érs------------------
Dak¡ak Province-- Supervisor 
________ Qffice in Dakla~ __________ _ 
------------- ------ -------------------------------------------- ------------------------------
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Country 
China 
Name of organlsatlon 
Daklak province 
Head ot tish tarmer group in 
Buong Mathuot (Nguyen thi 
He) 
Head ot lish tarmer group in 
Ea Ríeng commune, Krong 
Bach District (Nguyen Thi 
Hien) 
• 
Appendix 3. Collaborating organisalíons in 2002 
Typeof 
organlsation 
Place, Provlnce 
.,. 
Actlvltles In commol"l wlih FSP 
Governme:-n-;t---~D~ak;-'I:-ak;-;;pc-ro-v-;-in-c-e--~C-:-~. ;:,upervisor .--.. ~----------.. _ ... --
Developmént wor"k"Ei¡-' Farmer groups Daklak Province 
. . __ ... _----~-~_ .. 
Farmer groups Daklak Province Development worker 
Ven Son oottle development Government TuyenQuang Supervisor 
center . ___ .. . . province 
Extention office in Venson, Government TuyenQuang Development workers 
Hamyen, Nahang province . . _________ . __ ._._. ____ .. _. ___ ._ 
Son Duong cattle Govemment Sonduong district, Development workers 
development centar Tu~quang provinc~ __ ... _. __ .. _._. __ ._ .. _._._ 
Head of tarmer group of cattle Farmer groups Phulam 01 Venson Davelopment workers 
production (Mrs. Doan Thi district 
Lan) 
Head 01 tarmer group 01 tish 
production (Mr. Dao Viet 
Truong) 
Head 01 tarmer group 01 fish 
production (Mrs. Le Xuan 
Binh) 
Farmer Centered Research 
Network, China(FCRNC) 
Farmer groups 
Farmer groups 
NGO 
--;;:---;-----;--;------_._--_ .... _ ... _---
Tuquan ot Venson Development workers 
district 
Ducninh 01 Hamyen Development workers 
district 
China Agricultural 
University, Beijing 
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Exchanging and sharing the experiences in 
Farmer's Participatory Research in China and 
abroad 
Appendix 4. Trip Rapor! China 
Appendix 4. Trip report Hainan, China, 8 - 19 July 2002 
Ralph Roothaert and Jindra Samson 
Objectives: 
~ To conduct a workshop on Participatory Monitoring and Evaluation (PME) lor 
researchers and lield workers 01 the Forages lor Smallholder Project (FSP). 
? To review and advise on research activities in Hainan. 
Summary 
The workshop was conducted successfully, and was appreciated by all participants. 
Difficulties were Ihe large number 01 participants and shortage 01 translators. It was the 
lourth country where the course was conducted. The course material would benelit Irom 
compilation in ring binders with clear instructions lor participants and facilitators, similar 
lo the training material 01 the course on 'Participatory research and lorage agronomy'. A 
good impression was obtained about farm activities during the lield days. Farmers have 
been experimenting with lorage options lor about two years. There is great diversity in 
the use of lorage, lor many animal types, leed, seed production, and cover crops. The 
results of the survey that was designad during the workshop will yield very valuable 
information about adoption in Hainan. The FSP national coordinator, Vi Kexian, has 
been overwhelmed with responsibililies for CATAS, and as a result some research 
results lor FSP have nO! been reportad. The situalion is expected to improve with 
immadiate effect as a new assistant for Vi, Mr. Tang Jun, was appointed while I was 
there. This report includes suggestions for implementation 01 on-Iarm research activities 
which had been planned lor 2002. 
PME workshop 
The opening session 01 the workshop coincided with the opening 01 the new office 
building and lield demonstration site 01 the Tropical Pasture Research Institute, and the 
two events were combinad. Many high officials were invitad such as the Vice Governor 
and the Vice president 01 Senate. Thirty lour people participated in the workshop, while 
Vi Kexian, Jindra Samson and conductad the course. Twelve 01 the participants were 
farmers. As usual, the course was conducted in English and Chinese simultaneously. 
The spirit was very high, and the participants were interested and committed. Although 
the course lasted 7 days non stop, nobody bothered about working during the weekend. 
During the evaluation, several people suggested !hat they would haya appreciated a 
longer workshop. The group was very big, which resultad in problems during all 
exercisas. An ideal size lor a course such as this one would be a maximum 01 20 
participants. Twelve participants were farmers. Although it can be useful to haya 
innovativa and representative key ¡armers in participatory courses, In this case the 
course was less appropriate lor them. It is unlikely that any 01 the farmars attending will 
facilitate or conduct open group discussions, formal interviews, case studies or regular 
visits in the future; or analyse and report data from monitoring and evaluation exercises. 
Nevartheless, the farmers appreciated the chanca to participate in the coursa 
tremendously, and they were eager students. 
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Appendix 4. Trip Report China 
As thís was fue lourth time the course was conducted (after Vietnam, Phílíppínes and 
Indonesia), it províded a chance 01 continuos improvement. A detailed report about !he 
workshop is avaílable!rom j.samson@cgíar.org. 
TIle Forages lor Smallholders Project in Hainan 
TIle two days in fue fíeld lor fue exercises 01 the PME workshop provided a good chance 
to assess !he progress of FSP in Hainan. Two counties were visited, Baisha and 
Ledong. In Wentou village, Baisha, 15 out 01 the total 01 18 farm households are 
experimenting with foragas. Farmers have expanded stylo 184, Brachiaria hybrids and 
Panicum maximum. Although two years ago there seemed a lot 01 potentíallor intensive 
goat leeding in the village, fuere are now only two farmers with goats. The lorages are 
more commonly led to rabbits, pigs and buffaloes. In fue other village Zhi Zhong. in 
Ledong county, mostly stylo 184 was adopted, Macroptilium gracíle, and some Melinis 
minutiffora. Farmers produce forage seeds for sale. Some farmers led forages to 
buffaloes. chickens and ducks. The forege areas per farmer were much larger in 
Ledong (up to 0.5 ha) than in Baisha, but in Baisha more use was made lor animal 
production purpose. The two systems dilfer a lot; the villages would benelit from key 
farmers 01 earo village visiting each other and evaluating each other's lorage systems. 
When larmers were asked about the impacts 01 forages, many mentioned benefits such 
as higher reproductiva rates of animals, and higher farm incomes. When specifically 
asked about environmental impacts, farmers couldn't answer. It might be a bit too early 
10 assess impact 01 a forage project that has just started on-farm about two years ago in 
China. Farm land is generally f1at, so forages on contours would haYa little elfect on soil 
and water conservation. However, two farmers in Ledong answered that forages had 
negativa impacts. One larmer said fuat manure 01 buffaloes pollutes the water and kills 
young lish. Another larmer said that cultivation of stylo causes low soil lertility. These 
are interesting observations and should be taken seriously. Excessive manure in a 
small pond could pollute the water, but the opposite scenario is likely to be more 
common. In lact, many farmers in Southeast Asia use manure of livaslock to lertilise the 
water, since this stimulates populations 01 water insects thal serve as leed lar físh. In 
fue case 01 stylo, it adds nitrogen lo the soíl, but it might deplete fue soil 01 phosphorous 
and potassium, if all biomass is removed and no manure relurned. 1I these are the 
limíting elements, the farmers might have a good case. Farmers in Ledong seemed lo 
haYa less knowledge aOOut multiple use 01 lorages, and optimal management systems. 
Field workers here need to organise tarmer traíning sessions to address a variety 01 
issues (Action: Zhou). Farmer cross visits lo other places will expose farmers to new 
practices such as lertílising lísh ponds wíth manure. Some farmers in Ledong plant stylo 
in young mango orchards or rubber plantations for the purpose 01 weed control, seU 
improvement and leed supply . 
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Workplan 
Vi and I reviewed research activities planned lor 2002 in Hainan. I reminded Vi tha! 
some experiments have been going on lar more than 2 years, but no updates on results 
have been submittad. Although Ihe praclice a! CATAS is lo analyse and repor! 
everything al the end 01 a project, in the case 01 FSP it is required that we have a 
progress report every 6 months. The design 01 the experiment on shrub legumes had 
been modilied taking my recommendation into account; four species and accessions 
have been planted in blocks ralher than lines, to minimise competition among species. 
caused by roots and shading 01 the more aggressive species. The four species and 
accessions are: Flemingia macrophy/la (2 accessions), Leucaena leucocephala 
(Salvador?) and Cratylia argentea. Harves! data have been collec!ad 01 the original trial 
on many trees and shrubs, but they have nol been analysed ye!. Nutritive analysís was 
no! carriad out because 01 temporary breakdown of equipment. Vi plans to have data 01 
this experiment analysed and reported before the end 01 July (Action: Vi). 
Although the climatic and soil conditions are very good lar Gliricidia sepium, it is a 
virtually unknown plan! on the ísland. It has a lot to olfer to larmers as they are 
requesting species that can lorm live lences to protect their lorage plots. CATAS startad 
some multiplication plots with mixed results; the trees don't produce seeds, and the 
cuttings don't rool. I suggested to use bigger cuttings, at least 3 cm in diameter, and at 
least 50 cm long, and planting Ihem al least 15 cm deep. 
A preliminary report on the evaluation 01 22 accessions 01 Stylosanthes guianensis was 
written in Chinese. The report covers productivity and anthracnose resistance 01 7 early 
Ilowering varieties. S. guianensis GC 1578, S. guianensis ev. Reyan No.5, and 
S. guianensis GC 1576 are the mast promising accessions after one year 01 observation. 
Vi and I translated Ihe raport in English. 1I can be oblained Irom Vi or me upon reques!. 
FSP-Hainan experienced problems with on-farm evaluallon 01 lorage species. The 
objective 01 obtaining yield and dry season performance data, was not achievad. 
Farmers did not record data, and when lechnicians came to assist, lorage was already 
harvesled and used belore they came. These are nol unlamilíar problems with on-farm 
experimentation. II we require data Irom farmers, we need lO discuss with them about 
the objectives and methods. I discussed one melhod with Vi; 
'" Reduce the number 01 farmers Irom 15 10 5 enthousiastic ones. 
» Focus on King grass and Leucaena leucocephala for live fencing, and lorage 
production. 
» Demarcate a lenglh 01 5 m 01 King grass and 5 m of Leucaena, with 5 replicates. 
Ideally, each larmer has both speaies. 
» DIscuss with the farmers that Ihe demarcated 5 m should not be used lor regular 
feeding. Inslead, larmers need lo harvest the 5 m lines every 2 monlhs during the 
rainy season and every 3 monlhs during the dry season. Fresh biomass ylelds 
needs to be weighed, separated Into edible and woody material, and recorded in 
individual larm record sheels. Farmers would receive a small selary lor Ihis 
equivalent lo the wage lor labourers lor hall a day, for every harvests and recording. 
For the lirsl harvest, the larmers would need assistance Irom FSP technicians. 
Another experiment with farmers intends lo observe stylo intercropped in young Iruit and 
rubber plantations. Ground cover and fodder yield can be recorded by technicians. We 
discussed methods lo measure effect on soil lertility. One practical way Is to demarcate 
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small plOIS (4 x 4 m) on a farm where stylo has been grown tor 2 or 3 years. clear the 
plOI and growa crop of maize or upland rice in the plot. Grain yield or total biomass 
needs lO be recorded. At the sama larm, a similar plol needs lo be cultivated on an area 
where no styIo was previously cultivated. The yields 01 Ihe two plots would give an 
indicalion of the effect 01 stylo on soil fertility. The experimenl needs to be repeated on 5 
¡arms, in the same village, during the same ssason (Action: Vi). 
In Wentou village. there are two larmers with more than 15 rabbits, and two larmers with 
goals. They can be assisted with animal feeding trials. On every larm, two or three 
goats or rabbits need lo be fed with with a mixture 01 improved grass and legumes, and 
two or three goals or rabbits need lo be led with natural vegetation. Líveweights and 
time needed tor harvesting lodder need to be recorded regularly. Farmers can be 
compensated by FSP lor the lack 01 weight gain 01 slower growing animals (Action: Vi). 
Peoplemet 
Professor Chen Quibo, Vice Presiden! 01 CATAS and SCUTA 
Dr. Zhou Jiannan, Dep. Director and Ass. Professor, Foreign Alfairs Olfice, CATAS 
Dr. Li Kai Mian, Deputy Director, Tropical Field Crops and Animal Husbandry Research 
Institute, CATAS 
Dr. Líu Guodao. Associate Prolessor and Director, Tropical Field Crops and Paslure 
Research Institu!e 
Mrs. Zhang Ying Cui, Associate Professor, Institute 01 tropical and Subtropical Cash 
Crops, Yunnan Academy of Agricultural Sciences. 
Mr. Vi Kexian, Associate Prolessor. Tropical Pasture Research Centre 
Mr. Zhou Hanlin, Assistant researcher. CATAS 
Mr. Tang Jun, Assistant researcher. CATAS 
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Appendix 5. Trip report Daklak, Vietnam, 19-21 August 2002 
Peter Kerridge 
Field visits were made lo M'Drak and Ea Kar districts on 19 August and discussions held 
wilh Truong Tan Khanh on 20 and 21 August on workplan achievements and his thesis 
research. II had been raining heavily lor a week before the visil and prior lo this there 
had been a dry spell following the commencemenl of the rains in May wilh many crops 
suffering drought stress. We briefly visited a cross section of 12 fanms, impassable 
roads prevented visits lo some areas. 
M'Drak District was a focus site in the initial FSP projecl (1996-1999), and though many 
larmers were evalualing forages by 1999, a large impact was not evident, in part, 
because cattle still had aooess to large areas 01 natural grazing land. Cattle were valued 
for Ihe manure Ihey produced and improved torages allowed fanmers lo slall cattle and 
collecl Ihis manure, often for sale. In addilion, farmers were reporting benefits of having 
improved forages for allowing cows with calves lo be kept near the house, and for sick 
animals. Some poerer farmers, with ¡¡ttle land and no labor for herding cattle on nalural 
grazing lands, were actively planting areas 01 improved forage. Al Ihis slage, mosl 
forages were grown in smaller plots and cut and led lo cattle. 
In Ihe new phase (2000-2001) funded by ADB, grealer emphasis was placed on 
disseminalion lo new areas, monitoring and evalualion, impact sludies, and some 
applíed research on specifio topies Ihal had arisen as a result of earlier experience, 
1995-1999. This report follows Ihe workplan being implemented lor the several 
componenls in the project. 
1. Contlnuing development 01 forage technology 
The main species beíng used in the continuing evaluations are Brachiaria brizantha and 
B. decumbens, B. ruziansis, Panicum maximum, Paspalum atratum, Arachis pintoi, 
Stylo 184, G/iricidia sepium and Leucaena leucocepha/a. 
There has been a large changa in management in M'Drak Irom utilizing torages lor 'cut-
and-carry' to grazing. A limitation with grazing is Iha! lences are desirable bu! still too 
expansive lor many small farmars; hence Ihay lether the cattle. Cattle grazing improved 
pasture Ihat contained some legume blocks were in very goOO condition. Another 
change has been an ¡ncrease in the usa 01 planted torages for teeding fish, and to a 
lesser extent, pigs. Farmers who are cutting forages for leeding fish are fartilizing the 
grass as there is a need lar more leed. 
Evaluation is continuing in tha following areas: 
i) Use af Arachis far grazing. Arachis pintol has aslablishad and parsisted well under 
grazing. Four farmars in Cu Roa commune, M'Drak, wilh aocass to largar areas 01 
natural pasture and larger herds (15 cattle) favor Arachis over Stylo 184 and o!her 
grasses. Thís is bacause it is palatable all year round,and produces high amounts 01 
loraga, whereas the Stylo 184, which is no! so palatable in the wet season, tends lo 
dominate. The grasses díd not astablish or persist in thase particular natural pasture 
areas. The vigor 01 Arachis was variable al differen! sites at the time 01 Ihe visit, in some 
situations il was green and vigorous and in olhers was slill yellow and appeared to be 
recoveríng Irom the dry season. 
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ii) Sowing strips of improved pasture in natural grassland in comparíson wíth full 
replacement . 
Different species were sown separately, Ihat ís with no clase associalíon 01 grass and 
legume. Tha! is, lor bolh systems there are separate blocks 01 grasses and legumes, 
whích are commonly grazed. Thís has resulted in overgrazing and disappearance 01 the 
more palatable and hígher fertility demandíng Pan/cum maximum. B. brizantha and B. 
decumbens are the preferred grasses for grazing; B. ruzienisis, producíng poorly during 
!he dry season. Paspalum atratum ís not very palalable and tends lo become rank and 
ungrazed in the wet season although farmers remarked it was !he most productiva grass 
in lhe dry season. Both Stylo 184 and Arachis persist well. Stylo 184 ís highly valued as 
a dry season leed but is grazad less in the wet season. It is ínteresting lhat Stylo 184 
has persisted well in blocks under continous grazing where Ihere ís also access to 
grasses. Stylo 184 domínates the area where il is sown. In some cases sead has 
washed down slope and il has become established in Brachiara brizantha plots. Sowing 
Sty!o 184 in blocks seems a goOO methad 01 managing !he lequme ralhar lhan sowíng in 
assocíation with a grass where íl may either domínate with less vigorous grasses or not 
compala with the more vigorous ones. II is recommended that assocíations, í.e. 
mixtures, of Arachis and the brahíarías should be evaluated where Ihe loragas are 
grazed. 
Experience with the methad 01 establishment varíes with dilferent larmers. Farmers with 
smallar areas 01 land, and wilh no access lO natural grassland, preler complete 
replacement of the nativa grassland, dominaled by Imperata, lo sowing in strips. 
Those with larger areas consider strip planting is preferable. The movement of grasses 
and legumes beyond the stríps is being measured. The results are quite variable. The 
reason is nol immediately clear bu! would appear to be ínfluenced by !he íntensíty 01 
grazing. In all cases, establishment was poor where lhe sown species were not 
protected ínitially from grazíng (3 monlhs prolection lrom grazing was Ihe time periad 
evalualed) . 
iii) Evaluaríon of Stylo 184 and Arachis as cover legumes ín roffee. 
StyIo 184 is the prefered legume as il is easíer lo manage. Farmers ulilize il for feeding 
livestock, mostly pigs. It is used for making leal meal or sometimes fed green. It is easy 
to cut, regenerates quickly, controls weeds and soil erosiono Farmers find that where 
lhey grow stylo they do not need lo renew the circle hollows around coffee trees used for 
irrigation. The only problem Ihal occurs is where farmers did not cut Ihe stylo, il rould 
cover the coffee trees. 
Few larmers expressed en ínterest in conlínuing wíth Arachís as a rover crop. It 
establishes very quickly, assisled by the fertilizer and irrígation applied lo the coffee. It is 
goOO lor control of erosion and weeds but is diflicult lo cut large quantítíes for feedíng 
and very díffícult to eradícale. 
ív) Demonstration of using tree legumes. 
The use of Gliricidia was successfully demonstrated in an on-statíon experímenl bU! the 
idea has nol been adopted by farmers. There are already large amounts of leucaena in 
Ea Kar, where it has been used as a shade lar coftee and support far pepper. There are 
plans to work with farmers in feeding this leucaena to cattle in assocíation with 
roughages. A Bauhinia species, símilar lo tha! whích occurs in the forest in Laos, was 
growíng well at Ihe university and could be multiplíed and evaluated on-farm for dry 
season leedíng . 
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v) Fattaníng cattla 
Three fattening demonstrations have been established in Ea Kar, one on a better-off 
¡armer, one with a tarmer in the poor wealth group and one with minorrty villager. The 
idea is that farmers purchase cattle in poor condition, keep them for 3 months and then 
sell them to other farmers or the abattoir. There have now been 3 cycles bu! data was 
not seen. We visited the better-off tarmer who is growing improved grasses and 
legumes between his pepper. He had previously been a cattle trader and was obviously 
a astute buyer and seller of eattle. This farmer has a total area 01 6000 m2 on lertile soil, 
5000 m2 planted to pepper. 
vi) Feeding experiment 
Cross-bred cattle, 8-10 mth old and 160 kg liveweight, were fed different rations over 3 
months to compare the cost of alternative feeds for fattening. These liveweight gains 
are rather low for cross-bred cattle (Orought master, Red Belmont), which míght be 
expecte d k . V to gaín 1 <g livewel h day. 
Treatrrenls Cut grass Concantrata Líveweight ProliVhaadl ! consumed consumad oain 
kglday kaldav kaldav 
Slall leó only, grass and 17 3.9 0.75 
. concenlrate led óa}' and nighl 
Grazing during day, and 
! 
mixture 01 grass and legume i 
(113) led ad lib + 0.5 kg 8.6 0.5 0.54 
! concentrate al niqht 
Grazing during day + 0.5 kg O 0.5 0.38 concentrale al niohl 
Grazing during day + grass 
and concenlrete fed ad lib al 5.8 1.25 0.56 
night 
Cosl cut grass - 200 Oong/kg; concentrate, 1500 Oong/kg; 1 USO = 15,500 Dong 
vii) New brachiarias 
dav 
Dong 
-200 
4000 I 
i 
3800 ¡ 
3700 
These had only been planted two months on a farmers Ijeld, on fertíle soil, and were 
being supervised by a student doing practical training. There were no outstanding 
differences between the various varieties and accessions, all being well establíshed and 
leafy. A suggestion is to increase the areas 01 new brachiarias, as materíal becomes 
avaílable, and continua to evaluate over an extended time lor seasonal dry malter 
productíon and sead production. 
2. Dissemlnation 
Dísssemination 01 the improved lorage systems, developed in the locus víllages in 
M'Drak during 1996-1999, was commenced in 2000 in M'Orak district and in an adjacient 
district, Ea Kar. M'Drak is one 01 the poorest districts with 30 percent minority population 
and with extensive natural grasslands. Ea Kar has more intensive agricultura and was 
eh osen because it is adjaciant to M'Orak and thua conveníen! to organiza larmer-to-
farmer visits. In 2002, dissemination activíties are now taking place in 5 Oistricts, many 
01 which include communes with minority groups. 
During the tírst phase 01 the project, 1995-1999, Khanh and university coHeagues 
worked directly with the leaders 01 the locus communes in M'Drak. However, when 
there was a need to go into a program 01 extension in the AOB-funded project, then !he 
University handed over responsibilities for dissemination to the Extension Servíce, 
providing technical support and assisting in conducting courses. However, the 
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University has continued to take the lead in applied research and locates students in the 
communes to provide support and gajn experienca. 
Targets are set at the raquest of AOB and included in the workplan lor each major FSP 
sita. Khanh has se! up a separate contract and workplan with the head of the extension 
servíca in each district with agreed targets for numbers 01 communes in which the 
project will work and the number 01 larmers. However. targets are not set lor the 
number 01 PO's and lield days. District heads provide a short monthly rsport and a lul! 
report 01 all new farmers and areas 01 forages planted every three months. 
The following are some comments on the new districts where dissemination has taken 
placa slnca 2000. 
Ea Kar. Forages were lirs! introduced in Cuni commune, Ea Kar, following a visit and 
rapid PRA by Truong Tan Khanh, Ralph Roothaert and Peter Kerridge In March 2000. 
Thls was followed by larmer-to-farmer visits to farmers in M'Orak and a training course in 
using participatory approaches for introduction 01 forages fer the three district extension 
stafl in June 2002. The Head of the Extension Servíce in Ea Kar, Nguyen Van Ha, was 
a participant and has become a strong advocate of a demand-driven approach and the 
use of improved forages for lívestock improvemant. Some interesting points in forage 
development are: 
o Forages were being evaluated just as colfee prices were falling rapidly (Daklak is the 
maín producer 01 coflee in Vietnam). Increasing lívestock production was seen as an 
altemative enterprise providíng diversification. On many larms, even en the more 
lertile soils, it was observad !hat colfee has been taken out and replaced with maize 
and forages. 
• Farming is more intensive than in M'Orak and there Is nol much natural grazing 
land. 
• The Inlroduction 01 forages commenced with farmer-Io-farmer visitallon and 
demonstrallons of forage species lor which planting malerial was provided. 
• Farmers interesled in evaluating lorages have to purchase seed or stem cuttings 
lrom other larmers. The main species options being disseminaled lo larmers are B. 
brizantha, P. maximum, P. atratum and Stylo 184 (B. decumbens, B. ruzizensis. 
Setaria and Gliricidia were inltially olfered bU! no! wldely adopted) 
o The priority lor use of improved leed are lor cattle and fish, and !hen secondly. lor 
pigs and goals. Grass Is the sole leed lor carp other than some concentrate when 
fingerlings are small. Pigs are led meal made Irom stylo or guinea, the meal often 
being cooked. while some stylo is fed green. 
o Dissemination activíties are being carried out in all 10 communes and 2 towns of Ea 
Kar with some 300 farmers olficially associated with Ihe project. In Cuni, where the 
forage activities commenced. some 40 larmers are growing forages, 8 specializing in 
selling slem cuttings and 2 in producing seed. Other communes with larger numbers 
of farmers growing forages are Ea kmouth. Xuan Phu and Cu Hue. 
• Forage areas are 300 m2 to 6000 m2 mainly under a 'cut-and-carry' system 
o Presently there is a large business in selling cuttings bolh to larmers insida and 
oulside the Province. 
o Farmers are being encouragad lO produce seed of StyIo at USl2/kg, which should 
resull in an appropriale local production technique belng worked out. 
o Wide publicity has been given to forages Ihrough larmer-to-farmer and extension. 
farmer visits, lelevision. simple leallets on management and publicity boards being 
erected where farmers are evaluating forages. 
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Buon Don. Selecled lo link with the Conservation Par!< Projact with tha ida a of ensuring 
that there is viable development around tha Par!<. One 01 thraa communes is Irom a 
minority group (Ede) 
Cu Jut. The Provincial Office 01 DARD, requested the project wor!< in this district as it is 
an area lor livestock production close to Ban Ma Thout city. 
Krong Pak. The ENDA project raquested involvemant as thay are involvad in providing 
credit to larmers, in this case a minority group. 
Buon Ma TIlout distrlet. The University were asked to assist after a Fish Company 
collapsed. The FSP Is involved in growing loragas for lish while othar speciallsts from 
Tay Nguyen university are providing assistanca in other fields. 
3. Multiplication 
As mentioned praviously, considarable attention is baing given lo vegetativa 
mulliplication mora than 30 tons 01 grass cullings baing producad for sale (Ona farmer 
sold enough cuttings to buy two head 01 cattle). This multiplication is dona individually 
though with assistance 01 the extension service or project in marketing large quantilies of 
cuttings. 
Seed production is in its inlancy as there has not been any technical input However, 
larmers are being provided an incentive lo produce seed with a price 01 $1211<g. Some 
farmers are getting good recovery 01 seed from Stylo 184 but have nol workad out a 
lechnique to readily saparate sead Irom soil. 1I was suggasled that thay Iry a mathod 
using centrífugal action or a lan Ihat would propal tha saed further than the sand 
particles, e.g. as used in cleaning rice seed. 
Some farmers are successfully producing Stylo from cuttings by planting directly inlo Ihe 
soll. One women we spoke wilh said there was no problem provided Ihat the cuttings 
were watered daily, hence required a 10101 labor. II may be worthwhile adopting the 
technique used lo strike tree cuttings with misling crealed under a plastic sheller. 
One technique that has observed on several farms was to make efficient use 01 scarce 
seed of grassas and legumas by planling the saed lirsl into a seedbed and then 
transplanting. 
4. Training 
Training continuas lo be a majar part 01 Ihe overall activities. 600 larmers have been 
trained in associalion with lield day activities. A workshop was held for Provinical, 
Dislrict and University staff in which Ihe morning sassion was devoted to talks about 
technical aspects 01 forage production and the afternoon session del/Oted to short talks 
by extension agents and farmers lo the Provincial and Univarsity slaft. 
5. Communlcatlon actlvlties 
The main communication activilies originale ¡rcm the Dislrict Extension OIfice. Some 01 
these are broadcast lo Provincial and even Nalional audiances. This has resultad in 
Districts, olher Provinces and aven prívate companies requesting input from project slaft. 
6. General observations and comments 
6.1 Progress and Process. There was strong political pressure lor the FSP and the 
Tay Nguyen University to be involved in the large scale cattle production company 
project when the project ccmmenced in 1995. The projecl resisled saying il wanted to 
work with small farmers. The catlle projecl, which achieved soma success in the 
multiplication and distribution of catlle has ceased operations but the loraga systems 
being developed by sma" farmers are now stabilising and spreading. 
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Progress was slower in M'Drak than expected, and the project staft considered both the 
lechnology and the use 01 participalory approaches were fragile and needed continued 
mentoring. Initially, the farmers who had large numbers 01 cattle expressed an interast 
in improved forages. But they found that the amount 01 loraga thay could plant (up to 
2000 m2) involved too much work in cutting and was not enough tor grazing. The rate of 
adoption only incraased as lorages bagan to be used for more intensive purposes, 
feeding fish, feeding to cows with young calves, providing níght time feed when animals 
were staUed, in particular, for those with fewer animals and without the resources to look 
aiter animals under grazing. 
Although there was some reluctance to move to Ea Kar, in this district. where agriculture 
is more intensive. forage adoption was more rapid. It also coincided with having staff 
who were now well trained and with more confidence. Howaver, aven in Ea Kar, there 
was initially pressure to introduce forages through a model larm in each commune. 
Khanh resisted this pressure and encouraged larger numbers of farmers lo evaluate 
foragas. Success with this latter approach led to a change in thinking by polícy makers 
on how to introduce new lechnologies. 
In typical gesture 01 appreciatíon. axtension heads in M'drak and Ea Kar said they were 
very thankful lo the project and when asked why said: 
j) they were shown a new method 01 working with farmers, 
ij) for training 01 district staff in forage technology, and 
m) an alternative and viable new enterprise lor larmers 
Some suggestions made lo tha Extansion staff were: 
i) that thay should still consider improved lorages as a complementary leed 
resource to crop rasidues, natural ¡orage (including trees) 
¡j) As mora farmars wanted to introduce foragas, mora use should be mada 01 
axparianced farmers as farmar extensionists . 
iii) avojd the temptation lo proceed to the development 01 a dairy industry without 
full analysis of the consequences. 
On the University side, there has been a considerable achievement in handing over the 
main responsibilities to Provincial and Oistrict staff. but maintaining involvement in 
technical input and training. 
Tha University has lound it mora affective working with Ihe Extension Ihan the 
Agriculture Sections in OARD. Also whereas extension in Districts was previously 
managed lrom Ihe Province, Ihere has now been change to whara Districts now haya 
Iha rasponsibility for satting thair own plana and paying dislrict staft. 
6.2 Publicity. The publicity of forage activities in Daklak on national TV resulled in 
Khanh being asked lo be a consulta nI on forages lor dairy cattle production in Ho Chi 
Minh. Ea Kar district organized Ihe sale 01 30 tons of grass cuttings lo HCM in 2002 and 
Ihere is a firm contract for another 20 lons in 2003. Seed is also under contracto al Dong 
2m/kg (USDl3/kg -aurprising considering it could be boughl from Thailand for $5.OQIkg 
plus freight). Advisors of foreign-fínanced projects have being making axtended visits lo 
Daklak lo look at experience in introducing lorages lo farmers. 
6.3 Financial input. The project has made a large impact wilh little financial input. In 
fact il was so small in the aariier phase (of the order 01 $1500-$2000lyear) thal 
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University officials discouraged coUaboration. The current input is some 10 times as 
much and considered adequate. 
6. 4 The farmers. The Project is now working with a wide range ollarmers, including 
Ihose Irom minority groups. This will be very important in the next project as the focus 
will be on improving livelihoods and not just forages and livestock production. 
6.5 Demand There Is now a large demand to go into livestock production not only Irom 
!he viewpoint 01 diversification bu! also in the market. The cattle price doubled last year 
in Oaklak ia now 25,000 Oong/llg liveweight lar laisin (crossbred esttle) and 20,000 
Dong/kg liveweight lor normal yellow cattle. As a result 01 the high price 01 livestock and 
!he need to sel! estile lo pay lor debls incurred in going inlo coflee production, livestock 
numbers decreased ¡rom 120,000 to 87,000 in the province. There is a real danger !ha! 
too many young lemales may be being slaughlered. 
6.5 Additional comments from farm visits. The enlhusiasm 01 larmers and extension 
staff is noteworthy. Extensionists allowed farmers to tell 01 their own experience. 
Farmers showed a remarkable degree 01 perceptíon 01 the merits 01 diflerent grassea 
and legumes and on management. Many would make excellent larmer extension 
workers. Some 01 them have the maturity and experience lo contribule as members 01 
an agroenlerprise facilitation unít 
Farms where lorages were being planted had diverse enterprises, coftee, írrigated rice, 
maize, esssava, fruit trees, cattle, pigs, fish 
Research areas: We discussed several areas where more applied research is needad 
• Aim lo get more legumes into lorages grown for cattle fattening 
• Continue to introduce and demonstrate the use of shrub legumes, including 
leucaena which is grown on the beller soils and !he indigenous Bauhinia (tha! is 
grcwing in the University grounds) 
• Plant some demonstrations 01 mixtures of Brachiaria and Arachis under grazing 
• Compare advantage 01 difterent widths of slrips sown in natural grassland 
• Continue with evaluation of new brachiarias 
• Work with particular farmers on measuring and increasing yield 01 stylo seed 
production 
• Analyse data on cattle fattening demonstrations in Ea Kar 
Personnel met during tlle vislt; 
M'Drak District 
- Nguyen Van Thieu, Head 01 District extension 
- Le Thi Tuyet 
- Tran Thi Nghiem 
Ea Kar District 
• Nguyen Van Ha - District Head 01 extension 
- Hoang Corg Nhien - extensionist 
- Mr Hong, Secretary, People's Committee 
Farmers - Cu Roa Mrs Phuong, Mr Dang, 
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Mrs Buon, Mr Ty, Mr Su 
Tay Nguyen University 
Truong Tan Khanh - Project Manager and lecturer in Animal Nutritíon 
van Tien Dung - Coworker of Khanh and lecturer in Animal Nutrition 
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Appendix 6. Trip Report Tuyen Quang, Vietnam, 22-24 August 2002 
Peter Kerridge 
The visir was made with Mr le Hoa Binh 01 the Nationallnstitute lar Animal Husbandry, 
Hanol, who is national coordinator lor !he Forages lor Smallholders Project. 
The Foragesfor Smallholders Project (1995-1999) began evaluating lorages in Tuyen 
Quang in 1997 in association wilh the Provincial Departmant 01 Agriculture and Rural 
Development and the Vietnam-Swadish Mountaln Development Project under the local 
leadership 01 Mrs Vu Hal Yen, a livestock ollicer. There was widespread adoption 01 
lorages by small larmers, in particular, lar feading fish. Forage technology development, 
dissemination, multiplication, training and network activities have continuad under ADB 
lunding 01 the RETA project -"Developing Sustainable Forage Technologies lor 
Resource-Poor Upland Farmers in Asia". Ralph Roothaert recently organizad lor a 
consultant, Roel Bosma, lo undertake an analysis of the financial and social benelits 01 
new lorage introduction and subsequent technology changes. The survey suggests that 
2-4 years afler adoption 01 new lorage systems, !he mean iocome lor ruminants and lish 
increasad from 97,000 to 254,000 VND/mthlhousehold member (USD6-17). This report 
will be available lrom Dr, Roothaert. The successlul development 01 integrated lorage 
systems on smallholder larms is most likely one reason !hat ied to the recen! importation 
of 780 pure bred Friesian-Holstain cows (in calf) Irom Australia as a nucleus for a dairy 
industry. However, many consider this is being done too rapidly as there is no prior 
experience 01 handling pure bred temperate dairy cattle in the hot humid tropics in this 
Province. 
In Tuyen Quang, field visits were made to two sites where the importad Fríesian-Holsteín 
cattle are being housed in Yen Son district and to some smalllarmers in Phu lam 
commune in the same district. Discussions were held with Mrs Vu Hai Yen and Mr le 
Hoa Binh about progress and plans for project activities in the remainder 01 2002. Mrs 
Yen has been given the main responsibility for looking afler Ihe importad dairy cattle and 
this limits the time she can spend directly with the FSP project. Also discusslons were 
held with officials of the provincial ollice 01 DARD and Mr Bui Huu Vien, Secretary, Yen 
Son District Communist Party, a veterinarian, who appears lo be overseeing the 
establishment 01 the dairy industry in Yen Son. 
There had been extensiva f100ding in Tuyen Quang town the previous week but farrn 
activities were not much disrupted. As there have been several other visits by project 
stall and other visitors to Tuyen Quang this yeer, this report will concentrate more on 
achievements that have been made in relalion lo the FSP workplan, 
1. Continuing development of forage technologles 
The following activities ara being carried out in 2002: 
i) Evaluatíon of Stylo 184, S. hamata, V. unguiculata, Wynn cassia, Arachis pinto; as 
covers. 
The 5 legumes were planted by 5 farmers in AuglSep 2001. The district extensionist 
collects notes Irom farmers. The lollowing tabla summarlzes the informalion obtained. 
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Criteria used StyIo 184 S.hamata Vigna Wynncassia Arachis byfarmers 
Covar . - .- ..... * ••• ••• 
"Lea! ••• •• ... • •• ¡vguction 
V or ••• •• • •• H •• 
Palatability , .. ••• • •• ••• 
Seed • ,H **** ••• • 
production 
Reorowth •• • • • • • 
... • • poor, "average, good, • "excellent 
Farmers have said Ihey are most interested in increasing the Stylo 184 and Vigna 
unguiculata. Wynn cassia produces too Iittle green fodder. 
ji) Introduction of shrub legumes for shade, and in boundary areas as fence fines 
Five famners are comparing Gliricidia, Leucaena and Catliandra. 
: Crlterla used by Gllricidía Leucaena Call1andra 
• farmers 
Establishes quickly .. • • 
VlOor ... .. .. 
Lea! production ... .. .. 
• Seed productlon good 
• • •• • 
¡ or easy lo muHiply 
Palalabilily • ... .. 
Good!oruselnlence ... .. , 
lines 
Famners preler the Gliricidia and Leucaena beca use the gliricidia Is easy to establish 
from stem cuttings and cattle do nol damage it. Leucaena Is consldered good because 
of higher palatabílity and hlgh seed productlon whlch makes II easy lo expando With 
Callíandra, growth Is slow and there is low acceptability; seed production Is low and so It 
Is hard to multiply. 
We noliced Erithrina spp. belng grown by several larmers as a lence line. It has splnes 
so the anlmals do nOI damage it and leaves can be led lo animals. 1I establishes easily 
by cuttings. One lamner has Erithrjna and Gliricidia, and likes bolh 01 them. 
A suggestion is to produce a leallet on Ihe use 01 shrubs lor use in lence lines and lor 
animal leed. Yen also says one Is needed lor Stylo 184. 
iii) A stucly of the natural feed resource in the forest reserves as a comp/jmentary raed 
fo jmproved forages. Thls study Is being carried out by a lecturer Irom Thal Nguyen 
Universlty under supervlslon 01 Ralph Roothaert. A report IS nol available yet. 
Iv) Seleetion o( (orage speeies for pjgs and fish 
Ave farmers are evalualing 4 leed sources lor plgs whlle another group are evaluating 
improved grasses lor lish productlon. 
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Evalu . lid I atlon O ee S or plOS 
iCriteria .... Stylo 184 Ramia Trichantera I Sweet I 
bohemeria gigantea patato , 
f-f~-
I Growth ... . .. ••• ••• 
. Leal .. .. . ••• ... ! 
~u<:tion _ 
PalatabiTI!Y .. ••• • • ••• 
Multil'licatio~ • ... .. . ... 
Sweet potato ís used more by farmers than tha othar species as thay can use the root, 
stem and leaves. Ramía has dual use as sorne farmers dry and use or sell at 20,000 
VNDlkg) lor makíng glutinous rice cakes for festival occasíons. Trichantera gigantea ís 
uselul because it can grow under shade 01 fruit or other trees. . 
The reason lor replacement 01 traditional green leed by Stylo 184 or other lorages lor pig 
productíon is no! clear. Roel Bosma noted that larmers did not notice any effect on 
production and labor saving is not as clear as in the case 01 cattle and fish. One farmer, 
Mrs Lan, prelerred Stylo 184 to sweet potato lor Ihe raason ¡hat she could grow it on 
steep slopes and it helped in conserving the soi!. She also concentrates on beel 
production and can use the stylo for both cattle and pígs. 
Evaluation 01 leeds for físh 
Farmers have chosen improved forages for fish production bacause 01 Ihe time saved in 
collecting the feed (1/301 Ihe time required) and because the higher qualíty can result in 
largar fish being produced more quickly. While cassava leal is led Ior fish production, 
grass ís easíer to produce and availabla on continuous basis. More people are 
expanding lish production now they can grow improved grasses. Fish production is 
becoming more intensive. Farmers are now keeping 700 or 1000 lingerlings whereas 
only kept 500 were kept previously. It was mentioned that the same Ihing was 
happening in Ea Kar in Daklak Province. Tuyen Quang oflicials said it was because the 
district extension leader there, Mr Ha, had come to a training course in Tuyen Quang 
and had transferred the idea to Ea Kar!! 
This evaluation (see table) is essentially assessing farmers preferences for different 
improved !orages. Farmers seem to prefer the Panicum for fish production and are 
expanding this more than the other species. A few larmers are expanding Paspalum 
because 01 good dry season production but lew will expand Setaria or Brachiaria lor fish 
production. 
, Criteria Panieum , Paspalum Setaria Braehlarla I 
I Growth ... ... .. .. I 
~",eaf production ... ... ••• • • 
~PalatabililL_ •••• •• ... • i 
i Multiplication .Ir",. ... u • 
i Floats on ••• •• ... • i i surlaco 01 water 
v) Utilization of maize for feeding cattle 
Maile is normally planted in January February lor feeding in March and Apríl. However. 
for leed production in the dry season, October lo March. il will be planted in tha lower 
areas where more moislure is available. 1I can be planted alter rice is harvested. 1I can 
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be harvested 60 days after planting. This year 50 ha was planted wilh maize for leeding 
cattle. Farmers like jI because utilization Is very high and it is an alternative leed in the 
drier and cooler times 01 the year. Also seed is oheap and easy lo produce. Young corn 
cobs can be eaten or sold lor consurnption. 
vi) Observations fram fanners on valua of foragas for feed, in particular, wíth raspeet to 
qualíty and on re/ation between area of {orage plantad and /ivastock production. 
In discussions with Mrs Lan, a key larmer who coordinates a forage working group, she 
said that she only plans to keep lour cowS. She initially recelyed one cow and has 
produced five offspring in 4 years, one from the lirst helfer call. She sold one bull and 
will seU any offspring In luture. Four breeding cows can be supported on 6500 m2 
Improyed forage (5000 m2 pure forage plots and another 1500 m2 estirnated to be 
planted in odd areas around the farm) plus occasional access to forest land. The cattle 
only graze in the forest land when the children and others haye time to herd them there. 
There is other information that 500 m2 forage Is required lor 2000m2 Ilsh pondo 
vii) Monítoring and Evaluation 
A1most 100 larmers in Yen Son and Son Duong districts are involved In the M&E 
exercise being supervised by Ralph Roothaert and Jindra Sampson. They haye been 
visited once in March/Apríl, are keeping records and will be visited again in October 
when the data will be given to Ihe project coordinator. (Binh and Yen to follow up) 
2. Disseminatlon of forages in Tuyen Quang. 
Probably the more important point to note here is that forages are being adopted 
spontaneously by new farmers without the intervention 01 the district extension service. 
There are probably more larmers adoptlng and multiplying lorages than being recorded 
by Distríct Extension staff . 
The 'village' working groups, Ihat were inilially sel up in 1997, but which haye gradually 
expanded Iheir activities are likely to be an important element in not only dissemination 
bu! in assisting new larmers, purchasing inputs, and even marketing. Mrs Lan, a key 
larmer and leader 01 a working group in Phu Lam commune, accompanied us on a visit 
lo varíous larmers in Ihe commune. One better-off farmer, who has buffalos, and is now 
planting 'orages wilh the thought 01 fattening cattle, said that he would rely on those with 
more experience in the working group to assist him in buying his cattie. O1her farmers 
are being contractad to produce leed for the imported dairy cattle that are still being held 
on state larms. This is being done by extension workers through the lorage working 
groups. It would be interesting lO undertake a survey 01 how these groups have 
developed and what are the potential roles lor these groups. There are other working 
groups on lruit trees and lorestry and they appear to aparate independently 01 the state. 
However. in Ihe case 01 lorages there is some minimal support given to the key larmers 
who lead Ihe group and!ha group lor activities. 1 can sensa that Mrs Yen has more 
interest in working wjlh farmers Ihrough thase groups than in haYing to look after 
imported dairy cattle on state larms! It would be uselul to write a short paper on the 
functioning 01 thesa working groups (Blnh and Yen to follow up) 
Activities to be completad under Dissemination this year in elude: 
i) a description 01 species and lorage systems in those communes or Yillages 
where forages are well established and 
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ii) a summary of the exchange of ideas that takes place during farmer visits. Mrs 
Yen plans to do this when older farmers vislt new groups of farmers during visits to 
be organized later this year. (Binh and Yen to follow up) 
3. Multiplication activities 
The amount 01 vegetative planting malerial produced for sale so far this year was 10 ton 
in Yen Son, 3 ton in Son Duong and 6 ton in Ham Yen dislrict. Additionaliy, a 
considerable amount of cuttings are distríbuted informally between farmers. II is 
inleresting thal whereas Tuyen Quang and Daklak used to estímate the amount of 
material as individual sets, it is now by weighl. For Panicum, there are 15 tripletsJkg kg 
and for Paspalum 30 cuttingsJkg or sufficient for 10 hales. Príce received varies 
between VND1500-2000Ikg. 
So far, seed has only been produced trom Vigna unguículata to date (23 kg). 
4. Training 
So lar, 12 training events were held lor farmers which were attended by 400 persons. 
Further training events are planned in forage agronomy and animal management. 
The training course lor technicians will now be held in early October. There will also be 
a training course for farmers in seed production in October. Mr Binh proposes to 
assist Mrs Yen in both Ihese events. 
Mrs Yen plans to attend the English course in Laos Irom October-November provided 
thal Mr. Vien gives final permission. 
5. Networking 
There have been delays In making reports on time to the project coordinator. Mr Binh 
agrees Ihal it is his maln responsibility to obtain information from the site managers and 
send to the coordinalor. This is particular important in the case of Mrs Yen who canno! 
communicate elearly in English. 
6. General observatlons 
i) Vis~ to see the imported Friesian-Holstein cattle 
There obviously have been considerable problems wilh Ihe ealtle adjusting to Ihe new 
conditíons. I did nol ask aboul mortalities bul there are still a considerable number of 
animals in poor eonditien and a large number of abortions have occurred. However, the 
housing eonditions, the leeding system and Ihe attendanee lo the cattle is of a high 
standard, much belter than I have seen in olher situations in Asia where sueh cattle 
were imported. There Is no doubt thal this new endeavor Is reeeiving high priority and 
adequate investment. Persons have been brought Irom other areas in Vietnam where 
there are dairy cattle to assis! in training staft and overseeing the daily routines. The 
cattle will be maintained on these slate farms for the presen! and only later on will there 
be distribution to small farmers. The maín problem will be the eattle coping with the high 
humidity and temperature. 
I suggested that it might be more eeonomical to use eross-bred animals beca use 01 the 
higher rísk 01 mortality with pure bred eattle. There was no disagreement bu! Ihe aim 
seems lo be to go with the purebred eattle lor governmenl stations and breeding 
purposes. I saw from leaflets Ihat they aim to import semen trom the US and Ganada. 
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Mr Vi en plans lor 10,000 head 01 dairy cattle in Tuyan Quang by 2005. There is talk 01 a 
linkage with Nestle lar marketing but no serious discussions have been held ye!. 
2. Rations 
The ration is basOO on Napier grass (42 days) with some guinea (35 days) which looks 
much higher quality. Napier was said to weaken under a shorter cutting periodo 
A verage daily rations ( kg) I .... Milking animals Pregnancy Phase Pregnancy Phase 
11 I 
Grass 48 48 44 
Concentrate 3 1.2 0.8 
Cassava 2 2 0.7 
.. _----_. 
Molasses 1.5 1.5 1.0 
The concentrate I saw had only 15% protein, with max liber 01 10% and moisture 01 
13%. 
I suggested lhat the concentrate may be a bit low in protein, that lhey may need to 
increase the energy loo lo give high mitk yields, and lhat thay should be leeding 
concenlrate on perfonmance. I recal! tha! Atherton dairy lanmers in Queensland 
achieved 151 milklday on very high quality kikuyu/desmodium pastura and liltad this to 
25 I/day with concentra!e. Howaver, 42 day old Napier wilh lots 01 stem and high 
moisture is probably lar infarior to a high quality legume grass mixture. My estimate 
would ba tha! it probably only provides energy lor 10+ I/day. What is your experience 
Carlos? 
Whatever, this burgeoning dairy industry is going lo dominate cattle production in Tuyen 
Quang lor a white. It was interesting when I askOO Mrs Lan and some other lanmers 
wera they interasted into going into mllk production, lhey said NO thanks. 
2. Visit to small lanms in Phu Lam 
I asked to sea farmers that I had not visited belore. However, the situation was very 
similar to those fanms we saw during Doug Pachico's visit. Forages are well establishOO, 
fanmers are conlident in handling them. More lanmers are becoming interested in cattle 
lattening (yellow cattle) Ihough growing grass lor fish is still very importan!. Farmers 
want some diversilication but nol too mucho For example, Mrs Lan is replacing some 
rice and maize lields with lorages tor cattle lattening. There is more 01 an interest being 
taken in leeding legumes, in particular, leucaena. 
Some new farmers are growing lorages specifically to seU tor Ihe dairy cattle (VND 
1501kg). And they are doing lhis on waste and border areas or under trees. This 
suggests thal there may be some soope for specialization in the future, e.g. farmers 
raising dairy heifers or growing legume concentrates as is now being practiced in 
Thailand . 
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3, Díscussíons 
I propose to write a separate memo on observatíons lor start up 01 the new 
Agroenterprise and IFAD projects but a few comments. 
Province 
Mr Vu Do, Vice Director, DARD and Mr Tanh, Head 01 Technology Development, were 
very supportíve 01 the new Agroenterprise Project and asked questions on how it might 
operate, I mentíoned that we would be looking tor persons lo atlend an Agroenterprise 
course to be held in Ho Chí Minh City in March, and that we would be prepared to 
support an appropriate person to attend an English course in Laos in November, (Binh 
suggested a Mrs Phouang who worked previously with the Sida project). 
Yen Son District 
Mr Bui Huu Vien, Secretary, Yen Son District Communist Party, made some general 
comments other than in relation to the dairy cattle, He lavors agriculture development 
that is more specialized rather than the present diversified farming. Hence dairying and 
tea production on separate farms. Some communes might be encouraged to specialíze 
in particular commodíties (remíniscent 01 what is being discussed in Thailand wrt sub-
district productlon units). Working groups would be set up lor business. He did indicate 
there were many minority communes but did not ofler any solution to these. Theyare 
aware that there will need to be more land allacated in minority villages. 
CIAT is likely lo have 3 projecls operating in Tuyen Quang and I had thought !hat jt 
mjght be a good idea to operate out 01 the Yen Son district office. However, my curren! 
teeling is that il may be better to lacate in the provincial oflice. There is room available. 
FSP 
Le Hoa Binh will follow up with and assist Yen in seeing that the workplan targets are 
achieved. 
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Appendix 7. Trip repon Cambodia, 6 - 10 October 2002 
Ralph Roothaart and Red Lefroy 
Objectives: 
To identify national partners in Cambodia lor the implementation 01 tha new ADB project: 
'Improving Livelihoods 01 upland larmars using participatory approaches to develop 
more aflicient livastock systems'. 
Peoplemet: 
Terry O'Sullívan, CAAEP, Phnom Penh 
Eric Craswell, CARDI Assistance Project, Phnom Panh 
Grahama Hunter, HCS, Phnom Panh 
Cham Phaloeun, CARDI, Phnom Penh 
Hun Yadana, CARDI, Phnom Panh 
Seng Vang, CARDI, Phnom Panh 
Som San, NAHPIC, Phnom Penh 
Khieu Borin, UTA and DAHP, Phnom Panh 
Sen Sovann, Deputy Director DAHP 
Marie Kim Leng, IRRI, Phnom Panh 
Luot Phuong, Diractor, DAFF, Battambang Province 
Lex Freeman, CAAEP, Battambang 
Ouk Chheng, CAAEP, Battambang 
Summary 
Wa had talks with rapresentativas 01 the Cambodia Australia Agriculture Extension 
Project (CAEEP), University 01 Tropical Agricultura Fdn. (UTA), Cambodian Agricultural 
Rasearch and Devalopment Instituta (CARDI), and the Department 01 Animal Haa1th and 
Production (DAHP). AH lour organisations haya strengths and weaknessas, and there is 
no ideal partner that could implement the project alone. Our prelerred oplion is a 
combination 01 CARDI and CAEEP, but CARDI's manner 01 collaborating wíth partnars 
needs to ba closely mentored. A leasibla alternative would be DAHP with CAEEP. 
Possible focus sites are in the northwest (most líkely the provinces of Battambang and 
Banteay Meanchey, but possibly parts 01 Pursat and Siem Reap), and in the south (in 
the provinces of Kampot, Kampong Speu, andlor Takeow). The more isolated and 
poorer areas in the northeast, near Aattanokul, and the more difficult areas of annually 
inundated land around the Tonle Sap lake could be introduced later. There are good 
possibilities to link with development projacts 01 ADB, World Bank, and IFAD. 
CAAEP, Phnom Penh, 7 Oct. 
We had a meeting with the team leader 01 Cambodia Australia Agriculture Extension 
Project (CAAEP), Terry O'Sullivan, who brieled us on the background 01 his project. 
CAAEP is funded by AusAid and works in 13 provinces, 
which are lacated in the lowlands around the Tonle Sap lake 
aOO river, the Nortneast and the South. It is estirnated that 
90 % 01 Cambodia's population lives in these 13 provinces. 
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The res! 01 the country (about 75 % 01 the land in 8 rural provinces) is lorest or 
deforested land, thinly populated, and vastly deprived 01 infrastructure and govemment 
facilities. CAAEP's main objective is lo strengthen the national extension system, lo 
pave the way lor innovations to reach the rural poor. 
The low lands 01 Cambodia are often flooded lar a duration 01 several months ayear 
(Sept - Nov). Farmers normally produce one crop 01 rain fed rice per year, and cultivate 
vegetables on residual moisture. The natian is largely self sufficient in rice, but doesn'¡ 
export any agricultural products. 
Cattle suffer during ¡he time of rice cultivation, when crop residues have been 
consumed, and rice fields and bunds are not available lor grazing. eattle and buffaloes 
are in poor condition at the time when they are needed for ploughing. There is a private 
farm south of Phnom Penh (Kampot province) ¡hat buys cattle from the lowlands, lattens 
¡hem, and exports them to Malaysia. 
The World Bank has approved funding 01 US$ 10,000 lor each commune that is able to 
develop a 'Commune Development Plan' or "Siela", which is part 01 a devolution prooess 
that needs to be incorporated into district proliles and provincial plans. The 'Agricultural 
Production Improvement Programme (APIP) 01 the World Bank covers agronomy (not 
much has happened), sOl15, admlnistralion and livestock. 
ADB will contribute US$ 8 million loan starting in 2004 lor the provinces where CAAEP 
operates. 
IFAD provides expenses lor the lield programme 01 CAAEP in six provinces, while 
AusAID covers the other 7 provinces and the technical assistance lor all 1:3 provinces. 
Responsibility lor the 1:3 provinces is covered by lour extension advisors based in the 
provinces (2 to 3 provinces per person) and people in the main office in Phnom Penh. 
There are 86 district5, each with live field workers, who receive a supplementary salary 
and motorcycle allowance. 
Unlversity of Tropical Agriculture Fdn. (UTA), 7 Oct. 
Mr. Kieu Borin showed us the campus 01 UTA, which is located at the fron! 01 the Royal 
Cambodia University, 10 km out 01 Phnom Penh. Reg Preston, cne of the founders, was 
abroad. UTA is conducting excellent research on animal nutrition and a bit on forage 
agronomy and biogas. It has 5 local MSc students at the moment, but room lor 15. 
Computer aided programmes are an important focus 01 the training programme, and 
computer and Internet facilities are well developed. UTA depends on other universities 
to issue degrees. Ongoing experiments include forages such as cassava leaves, 
mulberry, rice straw, lpomoea aquatica, palm oil, lish meal and rice bran. Feeding trials 
are conducted with cattle, goats, pigs. ducks and chickens. Rather innovative research 
was conducted on breeding fly larva for poultry feed. It was interesting to note that goats 
could feed on 100% Iresh cassava leaves, local or commercial varieties, without any 
toxic effects from HCN precursors. There could be detoxífying micro-organisms present 
in the rumen. 
UTA is strong in research but doesn't have any contacts with farmers or extension 
ofganisations. They have a small, but effective laboratory. 
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CARDI, 8 Oct. 
The Cambodian Agricultural Research and Oevelopment Institute (CAROI} has seven 
key programmes: plant breading, soil and water research, agricultural engineering, plant 
protection, agronomy and farming systems, socio-economics, and training and 
information. CAROI was establishad to conduct research on rice related topics. The 
present vision is to diversity, and one of !he priorities is to acquire expertise in animal 
science. Management is thinking of recruiting a scientist in this field, who would then 
¡oín the 'agronomy and farming syslems (AFS)' programme. The head of AFS, Ms. 
Phaloeun, had sorne reservations aOOut starting research on forages in her programme. 
She had sean lailures 01 prevíous projects, which over sowed communal areas and 
roadsides with forages, which gradually deteriorated. In her own research she lound 
lhat there were no goOO niches for foragas in the rice based system, and that seed 
suppIy was a major bottIe neck. However, we were able lo discuss the potential lor 
!hose areas that were OOrdering the upland systems, where famners would have bolh 
rice fíelds and small portions of higher land, on which !heir hemes were nomnally lacatad. 
Ms. PhaIoeun indicaled tha! Kampot or Kampong Cham Provinces would be appropriate 
placas 10 tocate the AOB project. TOO lirsl has high density 01 people and cattle, and 
fanners are a bit richer than elsewhere. The latter has high numbers 01 cattle, and a 
larga proportíon is upland. 
CARO! has satetlile stations in Preah Vihear and in Pailin. Neither 01 these have offices 
built on them vet, nor do Ihey appear to have high potential for collaboration with Ihe 
project. 
Deparlment of Animal Health and Production, 8 Oct.. 
Ralph met wiIh Dr. Som San, Chiel of!he Investigation Centre of OAHP. The centre has 
22 staff, al veis. They are currently involved in production of animal vaccines and 
animal health programmes, and have few activities in animal productíon. They are very 
keen lo engaga more in animal productíon research, but operational funding is lacking. 
Mekong Riwr Commission, 8 Oct.. 
Rod visited !he MAC lo dscuss prospects lor MRC involvement wilh the Water 
Challenge Programme. In a very brief exchange with !he CEO, Joem Kristensen. it was 
dear!hat !he Water CP did no! feature very larga on the MRC agenda, aIIhough he 
wouId meet with Frank Rijsbemnan !he foftowing week al the Water Dialogue meeting in 
Hanoi. 0Iher discussions were heId with Mok Solieng (regarding Ihe proposals 
deveIoped during!he January MRC-CGIAR meeting), Steve Carson (on Ihe Basin 
Development work and chances of links to !he Water CP - wíhich sooms unh1cefy). and 
Robyn Johnstone (regarding !he Water CP and aecass to data collatad by MRC). With 
Robyn's assistance, a raquest for a copy 01 Ihe MAC core datase! was initialad. 
CARDl-AP and olher HCS projects 
We mel with Eric CrasweJl, !he project leader 01 Ihe CAROI Assistance Project, and 
Grahame Hunter, Ihe project director 01 AQIP. CARDI-AP, and CAAEP. The CARDI-AP 
project is an AusAlO fundad project aimed al capacily building within CAROI, in 
management, administralion, and research. CARDI-AP runs a small project, Ihe 
Cambodia Agricultural Research Fund (CARF) with funds from ACIAR. which assesses 
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research project submissions !rom Cambodian researchers and provides small research 
grants. II this system 01 identilying and lunding research projects works well, there is a 
possibilíty tha! ADB (and later other donors) may provide tunds directly lo CARF, as a 
partial altemative lo developing projects in·house. As capacity building and 
diversification are aims 01 CARDI-AP, they have indicaled thay could provide on-the-
ground support tor the new ADB project within CARDI, and Grahame added that CAAEP 
could do the same in the lield. 
CAEPP, Battambang, 10 Oct. 
There are tour provinces in the Northwest that are targeted for 'pilol participatory 
community planning': Pursat, Battambang, Vianleay Meanchey, and Siem Reap. Two 
new ADB funded programmes will start here: Northwest Irrigation Sector and Northwest 
Rural Development. CAEPP phase I had carried out sorne development activities with 
lorages such as stylo 184, paspalum, napier, guinea, wynn cassia, desmanthus and 
clitoria. CAEEP distinguishes two classes 01 poor tarmera: the poor and !he poorest. In 
addition lo advice, CAEEP provides inputs to the poorest farmers such as seeds, lools, 
and lertilisers. The other class 01 poor tarmers are involved in activities to improve rice 
production, and gel basic adllÍce on pig and poultry production. 
The Agricultural Extension Program Advisor, Lex Freeman, showed us a lorage nursery 
and a lorage production plot near Ihe Extension and DAHP offices in lown, and took us 
on a field trip. Leucaena Taramba (synonym of K636) and hybrid KX2 were planted al 
!he nursery. They had overcome seed production problems 01 KX2 by marcotting, wilh 
100 % sucoess rale. Propagalion by direct cultings was only successlul during the rainy 
season. Al Ihe torage production plol 01 !he provincial oHice 01 AHP, we saw a show 
case 01 a well functioning fodder bank tor cut and carry, based on napier varo Mott, 
intercropped with desmanlhus, centrosema, stylo, and c1itoria. PloIs 01 guinea and 
leucaena were also present. Desmanlhus was at ils best, and regeneraling through 
proluse seed shedding, and resprouting well from cu1 plants. 
At Kampongchelong víllage, a larmer called Rendrad show us her torage plol with napier 
ev. Mott, leucaena Tarramba and guinea, which she had planled a month ago. She had 
nol fed anything lo her caltle yet, but she had prolected Ihe plot with an old fish net, 
because her chickens were eating Ihe forage. This observation led us lo Ihe 
opportunilies 01 lorage production lor chickens and pigs. Her main crop was rice (-61 
Irom 2ha: enough lor her family and some tor sale), bul she also had an orange orchard, 
vegetables, sweet potato, and flowers. The maln animal protein Is tlsh trom lhe river 01 
purchased - chicken Is rarely eaten, bul sold lo buy Ilsh. Orchards are very common in 
the area, and were covered wilh natural grass. Legumes in orchards would be a niche, 
benelillng both crops and Iivestock. 
We vislted an advanced pig farmer wilh 30 sows who had his own leed mili. Composed 
feed consisled 01 locally purchased maize, rice bran, and dried fish, and imported 
packets of minerals and vitamins; lpomoea aquatica was led as a supplement. He 
cultivated rice, flowers, l. aquatica and vegetables. He was Interested lo grow forages 
that could reduce his leed cosls, and he also needed more advise on the ideal ration 
formulalion lor plgs. 
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Strategies for implementation of ADB - RETA 'Uvelihood and livestock syslems 
pro/act' 
Optíon 1 
CAROI would be a logical partner in Cambodia to implement the RETA project; It Is well 
recognisad within Cambodia as its national institute for agricultural research. Its other 
advantage is that it has wide experience with on larm research, and we expect that the 
institute ia familiar with participatory approaches. CAROI appears a bit reluetant though 
lo collaborate with other national institutes or organiaations, bu! we Ihink that it is an 
area that CAROI will inevitably have to deal with, il they want to implement their new 
approach lar businesalike operal/on and diversification 01 research. Eric Craswell, who 
atl'lisea on CAROI's management capac/ty building, 15 willing to atrongly facilitate 
CARDI's relations wlth partners. 
The national coordinator 01 the RETA project for Cambodia could potentlally be 
someone 01 the AFS programme of CAROI, perhaps a newly recruited animal scientist, 
an CAROI's payroll. It would be an advanlage lo have a link wilh CAEEP, to be able to 
use the well developed network 01 lieid workers. CAEEP is in agreement, although they 
expect some inputa in return lrom RETA in the form of capacity building lar their field 
staff. They are interested in using the forages handbooks and translating them into 
Khmer. 
It would also be advantageous to have a link with UTA, as they can provide good 
expertise in animal production research. A possibility that was discussed was to provide 
scope for UTA students to do their practical on-farm work through CAROI and CMEP. 
Option2 
AA altemativa would be to give the national ccordinator ship to OAHP. They have the 
mandate to work with lield staft, and they have good links with CAEEP. It would provide 
them with sources to finally implement research on animal production, which Ihey hava 
long been eager lo do. However, the locus 01 OAHP, and the experience and training 01 
mast 01 the staft is in animal health, not production. 
Optfon3 
Although more complicated in terms 01 the number 01 partners, another possibility Is that 
!he project is lacatad with CAROI, bu! with strong links lo OAHP (both nationally and in 
the provinces), with the Oepartment 01 Extension, through CMEP, and wlth strategic 
inputs Irom UTA. This could work if CAROI is enthusiastic, and CAROI-AP and CMEP 
management are willing lo keep a careful eye on the management. 
Focussites 
Suitable loous sites for the project are: 
• Northwest region - in the tour provinces 01 Batlambang and Banteay Meanchey, 
Pursat and Siem Reap, many larmers have small areas of uplands that would be 
appropriate lar forage production. In addition, in some 01 the steeper areas, 
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particularly in Banteay Meanchey, lorages have been used effectively in soil 
oonservation 
• South and SSW of Phnom Penh - in the provinces 01 Kampot , Kampong Speu 
and Takeow, there is potential tor slightly larger areas of torage production, 
particularly in Kampong Speu, where many farmers have grazing areas at a 
distance Irom Iheir rice production areas. In Kampot there is greater commercial 
animal production. 
Lower priority areas: 
• Northeast - this area Is poorer, has a grealer number 01 ethnic groups, a lower 
population density, and poor intrastruclure. While this Is aloser lo the focus 01 
CIA T it will be a difficult area in which to work, especially as none 01 the national 
partners have worked in these areas. 
There would be advantages in having two focus sites, al least al an inilial stage, to 
increase the chances lor identlfying Ihe place with highest pOlential tor integrating lorage 
opllon in smallholder upland systems. From the very start 01 the project there will be a 
need tor intensive phase of participatory diagnoses and plannlng, In villages wilh 
different larming syslems. 
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Appendix B. Common and botan/cal names of forages mentloned in text 
Botanical name 
Andropogon gayanus 
Arachis pintoi CIA T 22160 
Brachiaria brizantha 
Brachiaria decumbens CIA T 606 
Brachiaria dictyoneura 
Brachiaria humidico/a varo Yanero 
Brachiaria humidico/a varo Tully 
Brachiaria ruziziensis 
Gal/iandra caiothyrsus 
Centrosema macrocarpum 
Centrosema pubescens 
Gratylia argentea 
Desmanthus virgatus 
Desmodium rensonii 
F/emingia macrophylla 
G/iricidia sepium 
G/iricidia sepium accession Reta/hu/eu 
Leucaena /eucocephala variety K 636 
Leucaenatrichandra 
Morusalba 
Panicum maximum 
Panicum maximum C/AT 6299 
Panicum maximum T 58 
Paspalum atratum BRA 961 
Pennisetum purpureum 
Selaria sphacalata - Nandi 
Setaria sphacelata var. splendida 
StyIosanthes guianensis CIAT 184 
Sesbania grandíflora 
Sesbania rostrata 
Sesbania sesban 
Trichantera gigantea 
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Commonname 
Gamba 
Arachis 
Brizantha 
Signal 
Yanero 
Tully 
Ruzi 
Calliandra 
Centrosema 
Ucayali 
Cratylia 
Desmanthus 
Desmodium 
Flemingia 
Gliricidia 
Retalhuleu 
Leucaena K636 
Leucaena trichandra 
Mulberry 
Guinea 
Tobiata 
Purple guinea 
Paspalum 
Napier 
Nandi 
Splendida 
Stylo 
Turi 
T richantera 
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